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1. INTRODUCTION 

This thesis summarizes optical and spectral design developments as well as the 
experiments and their results forming a basis for the detection of various bio-
organic compounds using optical fluorescence spectroscopy methods. Most of 
the methods described here are based on the fluorescence properties of various 
micro-organisms in the ultraviolet range, but some attention is also given to the 
influence of ultraviolet radiation itself on the viability of micro-organisms. 

 

1.1. Importance of pathogen detection, identification and 
monitoring 

Among the billions of microorganism species on Earth, there exist a bit more 
than a thousand known species of bacteria, viruses, protozoa and other micro-
organisms that pose a danger to human health [1]. Microorganisms capable of 
causing disease or harm are called pathogenic microorganisms or just patho-
gens. Detection and identification of such pathogens is a key problem in 
infectious disease control efforts [2], including the decontamination procedures 
of various rooms and surfaces. Decontamination is any activity (including 
sterilization, disinfection and antisepsis) that reduces microbial load to prevent 
pathogen contamination of people and other living organisms. Nowadays this 
prevention is especially important in clinical settings due to the appearance of 
multidrug-resistant bacterial strains [3] as well as viral diseases that have a 
significant economic impact or have no applicable cure yet. It is shown that 
patients admitted into hospital rooms previously occupied by people suffering 
of multidrug-resistant bacterial infection have twice the probability of getting 
the same infection [4] compared to being in any other unexposed room. More-
over, decontamination is also relevant in many public rooms [5], public 
transport [6] and other places where a multitude of infected people have been 
travelling and/or passing through and have potentially contaminated some 
surfaces with dangerous pathogens. This thesis is primarily focused on detection 
of pathogens in the framework of decontamination procedures. 

Microorganisms are way too small (in the order of 1 micrometer) to be 
visible by the naked eye – in fact most are too small to be visible even under a 
classical optical microscope [7]. Nevertheless, large collections of micro-
organisms could potentially be visible as (e.g., white) stains on various surfaces, 
but these stains are indistinguishable from any other type of stains by their 
visual appearance alone, if at all visible. Therefore, even with very highly 
contaminated surfaces, the visual appearance will not give a good understanding 
about the presence of pathogens. To get a better awareness about the pathogens 
present in the inspected area, multiple locations in the area typically need to be 
swab sampled, which in addition to the not-well-defined selection of the 
swabbing area is in itself not highly efficient from many surfaces [8]. After 
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careful collection of swab samples, these need to be transported to a properly 
equipped biological laboratory where the samples have to be cultivated in 
growth media for at least one day to have enough microorganisms present for 
e.g., mass spectrometry analysis. Of course, in contrast to the slow classical 
microbiological growth method and multi-hour gene sequencing, some mole-
cular labelling (e.g., antibody) type tests can give results much quicker on a pre-
selected set of pathogens, but this method also needs sampling, as well as 
specially synthesized chemical counterparts and pre-treatment. As a result, such 
method only identifies the same selected set of pathogens and not much else [2]. 
In this thesis, we consider another solution to this pathogen detection problem, 
which – compared to aforementioned methods – is extremely quick, giving an 
answer in seconds, and can cover a much larger spatial area with not many 
demands on the shape of the area. It also does not require any sampling or 
additional chemicals and can therefore be used as a quick indicator about the 
success of any decontamination procedure. 

The current method is based on the detection of the pathogen micro-
organism’s autofluorescence signal. Autofluorescence is the process where 
natural (i.e., non-labelled) cells emit light (radiation) of a certain set of wave-
lengths when being excited at some other (shorter) wavelength(s) [9]. Ad-
mittedly, autofluorescence signal peaks for microorganisms are spectrally wide 
and this limits the extraction of the information from such spectra, so this 
method is naturally less specific when compared to e.g., gene sequencing and 
antibody detection. Nevertheless, the limited sensor specificity and selectivity 
can in many decontamination situations be an acceptable trade-off to get the 
measurement speed up high enough. The quick result about the surface being 
clean versus the surface still showing spectral signs of contamination is mostly 
enough for the decontamination team to decide on how to proceed. If any 
contamination-related signal has vanished, it is time to end the decontamination 
process, otherwise it should continue until its completion without any detectable 
signals. 

1.2. Benefits of using autofluorescence-based  
pathogen sensors  

The term autofluorescence is used to differentiate naturally occurring fluore-
scence from fluorescence caused by chemical or genetic labelling. In contrast to 
fluorescence labelling the autofluorescence effect occurs in any wild type (i.e., 
unmodified) natural cell, because many molecules that are present in living cells 
exhibit fluorescent properties with reasonably high quantum yields (i.e., rea-
sonable fluorescence efficiencies). The list of natural fluorophores in various 
cells [9] includes collagen and elastin, reduced pyridine NADH, NADPH, 
flavins, porphyrins, lipofuscins, pyoverdine, some vitamins (A, B2 – riboflavin, 
B6 – pyridoxine, E), cellulose, chitin, chlorophylls, some neurotransmitters, etc. 
Even the nucleic acids of DNA/RNA fluoresce (at ~260 nm excitation and  
334 nm emission), although ~100 times weaker compared to tryptophan [10]. 
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Among other factors, the change of autofluorescence signals related to some of 
these fluorophores can be connected to cell ageing, the presence of tumours and 
can be used to monitor cell energy transfer mechanisms [9], most of which are 
unrelated to the current PhD thesis topics. But the aforementioned list of 
fluorophores also must include proteins containing 2 to 3 common amino acids 
containing aromatic rings: phenylalanine, tyrosine and tryptophan (although Trp 
is not present in some proteins), with most of the fluorescent light emitted by 
tryptophan, if present. The fluorescence signal from tryptophan is often used in 
this research work as one of the key markers indicating the presence of micro-
organisms [11, 12]. The other 2 fluorescent amino acids, tyrosine and phenyl-
alanine, also emit fluorescence in close-by spectral regions at shorter wave-
lengths (around 300 nm and 280 nm respectively, compared to 350 nm for 
tryptophan) [13], but tend to transfer their excitation energy to any local 
tryptophan molecule with excited states at lower energies via resonance energy 
transfer [14, 15]. Therefore, these other two entities (Tyr, Phe) typically do not 
contribute as much into the fluorescence spectrum of cells overall – although 
sometimes the contribution of tyrosine emission can be significant. The Förster 
resonance energy transfer at close molecular range is quite efficient because the 
fluorescence emission energies of tyrosine and phenylalanine fall in the same 
range where excitation of tryptophan occurs. Also, compared to tyrosine and 
phenylalanine, the quantum yield and absorbance at UV wavelengths are higher 
for tryptophan, making its fluorescence even more pronounced [13]. As is the 
case with most fluorescent molecules, the fluorescence spectrum of tryptophan 
is significantly affected by the local chemical environment [16]. For example, 
tryptophan packed into a protein with neighbouring hydrophobic amino acids 
will fluoresce at shorter wavelengths when compared to hydrophilic neighbours 
[17, 18]. Although the sum of such spectral change effects is not huge, some 
studies have actually been able to identify and differentiate between closely 
related microorganisms by using their spectral fluorescence fingerprints alone 
[19, 20]. 

Another commonly used autofluorescent biomolecule is NADH (reduced 
form of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, NAD), which is present in most 
types of cells and is an integral part of energy-conversion redox processes 
occuring in cells [9], therefore being highly indicative of cell “breathing” and 
cell viability. Due to its lower fluorescence efficiency and many other fluoro-
phores fluorescing in the same spectral area, the detection of NADH in living 
cells using fluorescence is much more complicated compared to the detection of 
aforementioned 3 fluorescent amino acids. The NADH signal is often hidden in 
autofluorescence signals of various B vitamins, collagen, flavins that also emit 
fluorescence as wide bands in the same overlapping spectral regions. Therefore, 
quite often, in addition to the separation spectral domain, the time domain is 
also applied to detect NADH in cells via the fluorescence lifetime imaging 
(FLIM) detection methods [21]. Since the oxidized form of NADH – labelled as 
“NAD+” – does not emit significant fluorescence, while NADH has strong 
fluorescence, this pair (together with NADPH pair, which is more used in 
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organic synthesis inside cells, but very hard to separate spectrally from NADH 
[22]) is rather useful tool for monitoring metabolic activity in cells [23]. 
Fluorescence of NADH is not the main focus of this work, but some of the 
spectra in this work likely contain NADH spectra and so it is reasonable to 
introduce NADH principles here.  

Not so frequently used fluorophore, but being also relevant to this work, is 
dipicolinic acid (DPA), which makes up 5 to 15% of the dry weight of bacterial 
endospores and has a major role in keeping the genetic material safe in the 
endospore form of bacteria [24]. The high amount of DPA, its relatively close 
spectral position to tryptophan emission [25] as well as its different spectral 
behaviour during hydrogen peroxide vapour decontamination procedure mean 
that the fluorescence of this autofluorescent molecule could be used in 
monitoring certain decontamination processes as well as for detection and 
identification of bacterial endospores. 
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2. FORMULATION OF THE RESEARCH TASK  

The current thesis focuses on the following two research objectives: 
 
1. Detection of different pathogens on selected substrate materials by using 

their autofluorescence signals. 
The thesis mostly considers fluorescence-based detection of pathogens on 
various surfaces. In the context of the thesis multiple different devices are 
designed and tested by the author. The experimental research includes mea-
suring model pathogens on clinically relevant background materials used in 
hospitals. The list of devices developed for pathogen monitoring includes a 
spectral HLIF lidar (BC-Sense), a fibre-optic spectrofluorometer (SFS-Go) and 
a multichannel hand-held fluorimeter (H2B-Spectral). The lidar and spectro-
fluorimeter solutions providing comprehensive spectral analysis are shown to be 
beneficial and extensively capable. At the same time, more affordable techni-
ques are required for many institutions responsible for biosecurity and biosafety 
monitoring and decontamination activities. Accordingly, the thesis work pays 
much attention to the simplified technical solution, physically smaller and faster 
in time response, which is the multi-channel fluorimeter H2B-Spectral. The 
development and experimental testing, performed in many iterations of this 
device are included in the thesis. 
 
2. Real-time monitoring of vaporised hydrogen peroxide decontamination pro-

cedure by using the autofluorescence signal from commonly used biological 
indicators. 

A novel approach of using autofluorescence to monitor the decontamination 
process with vaporised hydrogen peroxide (VHP) has been developed and 
tested by the author. The small and capable H2B-Spectral sensor was modified 
to monitor the efficiency of VHP decontamination. This approach suggests that 
commonly used biological indicators – bacterial spores – are installed inside the 
sensor and their autofluorescence is monitored continuously, in real time during 
the decontamination process. It has been revealed that the fluorescence signal of 
the spores decreases during decontamination, even at small gaseous concentra-
tions of vaporised hydrogen peroxide. The degree of such reduction can serve as 
a measure for the control and optimization of the decontamination process, thus 
enabling the increase of its efficiency in terms of the quality and duration. The 
spectral differences between VHP-killed and still viable bacterial spores in the 
excitation/emission fluorescence spectral scale as well as in time resolved mode 
were identified. In addition, the damage caused by the ultraviolet excitation 
beam of the developed monitoring devices was also taken into account by com-
paring the dose rates for small macrobiological objects. Finally, the VHP-
treated dead and viable spores were imaged using the scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) to visualize presence of any physical damage of spores and 
whether it can be correlated with VHP-treatment.  
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3. OVERVIEW OF THE CURRENT SITUATION  
OF THE FIELD OF RESEARCH 

3.1. Overview of modern solutions  
for pathogen detection 

Widely used modern solutions for the detection and identification of pathogens 
typically fall into one of two categories: either the genome-based polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) analysis or mass spectrometry (MALDI TOF MS) ana-
lysis with classical incubation steps included [2]. Even though the genome-
based PCR detection is nowadays cheap enough for practical use in most 
settings, the classical growth-on-Petri-dish approach with the MALDI TOF/MS 
or even with certain chromogenic, fluorogenic or antibiotic markers is still very 
widely implemented in clinical settings. 

PCR analysis works by first chemically accessing and targeting specific RNA 
part (16S rRNA) of some biological samples for amplification [26]. The poly-
merase enzymes are used in cyclic temperature settings to multiply the interesting 
genetic material exponentially. The nucleic acids at the ends of variable piece 
lengths of genetic material are then tagged and the genetic sequence established 
with systematic readout mechanisms and help of specialized software. The result 
really is highly specific to pathogen species – to the point of identifying clusters 
of disease outbreak according to the genetic fingerprint. PCR result is achieved in 
a time-frame of a few hours, so it can be expected that even though the clinical 
healthcare system has a high inertia to change, the PCR systems will be used 
more and more in the future, even though there are some drawbacks as well. 
Namely, PCR is often too sensitive and finds pathogens, which really have a 
way too low concentration to be clinically relevant or are from a non-viable 
micro-organism [27]. Secondly, the PCR result might not give a real indication 
about the actual antibiotic resistance response of the found species as certain 
antibiotic-resistance plasmons can spread horizontally between bacterial 
species. It must be noted that in contrast to PCR, the full genome analysis [28] 
will give the antibiotic-resistance result. Thirdly, some samples are so dense in 
genetic material that it is highly unlikely that the important genetic information 
is actually found from an untreated sample by PCR. Whole genome analysis 
[29] of the measured biological sample (a full mix of bio-substances) will by-
pass many of the issues with PCR and is probably the direction the world is 
heading to, but the technology is much more expensive, needs much more 
reference data for data processing and is overall somewhat slower to give the 
result needed. The slowness is still an issue with at least at the time of 
completing this thesis, but the technology seems to improve fast. 

A connected, but different and quite important modern method is based on 
so-called hybridisation (including gene chip technology), where synthetic 
DNA/RNA fragments either bind or do not bind to the sample of interest, 
revealing the presence or absence of genes that are investigated. A well-chosen 
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set of such fragments can be used to assess in a matter of hours the presence or 
many common pathogens that the DNA fragments are chosen for. The speci-
ficity is high, it needs less equipment and it is much faster compared to growth-
based methods. 

 
 

 
Figure 3.1.1. Left – classical growth method of Bacillus atrophaeus bacteria on Petri 
dish grown for experiments of this work. Right – spore-containing biological indicators 
grown in growth liquid – taken out of 400 ppm VHP every minute (from right to left) 
show that growth stops only after ~10 minutes of VHP decontamination (clear yellow 
liquid denotes growth, purple denotes no growth, credit: Cleamix Oy). 

 
The traditional microbiology approach of growing bacterial samples in a petri 
dish and identification by phenotypical procedures’ criteria is often tedious, 
time consuming, requires many reagents and is still unreliable [30]. For 
example, some bacteria require highly specific growth conditions and some 
colonies appear only after 70 days of growth [27]. The conventional approach 
(illustrated in figure 3.1.1) is nowadays supplemented by analysing the resulting 
colonies with matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass 
spectrometry (MALDI TOF MS), which sometimes is more efficient than 
modern PCR. The fact that it is possible to add certain colouring or fluorescing 
agents to the growth medium, which react to the presence of bacterial species or 
genus-specific enzymes and give a specific colour to the colonies of interest 
certainly helps there to pre-select target sample. But the main reason for the 
classical approach to continue to be used in clinical settings is the fact that 
antibiotic testing on the found bacterial species needs to be done anyways to 
find the best antibiotic and as this test takes many hours to days to be 
completed, the relative speed and sensitivity of PCR play a much smaller role in 
this context. Moreover, growing bacterial cultures has the additional benefit of 
delivering the bacterial isolate, which can be further examined for the virulence 
determinants (e.g., toxins) that are highly relevant when investigating some new 
disease outbreak. MALDI TOF MS technique is not perfect either – certain 
bacterial mass-spectrometric fingerprints of laser-evaporated mix of molecules 
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are remarkably similar for pathogenic bacteria when compared to benign 
species and misidentification is certainly a possibility there. This means that 
modern clinical labs are equipped with both – PCR and MALDI TOF – systems 
for their relevant benefits as they are not as sensitive to the factors of weight, 
cost and usability in the field as are the teams that move a lot as they work on 
decontamination tasks.  
 
 

 
Figure 3.1.2. Comparison chart of bacterial detection and identification techniques that 
are in use.  
 
 
Biodetection methods based on proteomic analysis [31], lipid profiling [32] and 
the emitted volatile organic compounds [33] also exist, but are mostly also 
based on mass spectrometry. These are not prevailing methods and will not be 
paid more attention here. 

The following IR [34], FTIR [35], Raman [36], SERS [37], LIBS [38], 
multiarray electrode sensor [39], THz [40], surely ELISA [41] methods all can 
be used to distinguish bacterial species, but each of these methods have their 
own limitations and drawbacks when compared to fluorescence methods 
covered in this thesis. A large set of these bacterial detection methods is briefly 
described in figure 3.1.2. 
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3.2. Autofluorescence research, benefits and drawbacks 
Fluorescence can be considered as fast photoluminescence process in nano-
second time-scale, in which material absorbs light at a higher energy and emits 
photons at lower energy (i.e., longer wavelength). Fluorescence is a highly 
useful physical effect, which among other things can be used for superresolu-
tion microscopy [42], optical monitoring of cell functions [43], tagging the 
nucleic acids in modern genome sequencing applications [44] as well as the 
detection and identification of various biological objects [45] – as it is relevant 
to the topic of this thesis. Special chemical fluorescent tags can be developed, 
which only bind to one particular chemical or even single pathogen species [46, 
47], but these always need sampling, sample preparation, fluorescent marker 
synthesis, which increases the time to get the monitoring result. By using the 
intrinsic fluorescence – autofluorescence – of the chemicals already present in 
the biological object, the detection and identification can be done incredibly 
fast. Of course, the naturally occurring fluorescent molecules can have over-
lapping spectra and complex interdependencies, which well-chosen fluorescent 
tags can avoid, but in some certain settings – such as monitoring deconta-
mination process – the speed advantage greatly outweighs the disadvantage of 
lower specificity in comparison to tagged fluorescence as well as some other 
competing methods. Also, the fact that the local chemical environment affects 
autofluorescence of molecules, i.e., their fluorescence intensity, excitation 
wavelength maximum, emission wavelength maximum and the decay time 
parameter means that even the non-tagged autofluorescence spectra can contain 
highly specific information about the biological sample, which is investigated, 
thus making the phenomenon attractive probes for biological detection and 
characterization. Autofluorescence spectroscopy offers a rapid, simple, low-cost 
and label-free solution for the detection and identification of bacteria, of which 
a few selected examples are pointed out in this section below before proceeding 
with our own relevant sensor solutions. 

In academic research, autofluorescence has been successfully used for the 
reagentless identification of human bifidobacteria [48], lactic acid bacteria from 
sausages [49], pathogenic bacteria in the otitis media of the inner ear [50], 
monitoring of bacterial growth [10], bacterial starvation [51], microorganisms 
in aerosols [52], spore viability in terrorism context [27], just to name a few 
examples. Reference 45 even mentions that autofluorescence may be used for 
investigating bactericidal or bacteriostatic effect of disinfectants (common 
liquid disinfectants are considered in [53]), something that is aimed in the 
current research using VHP decontamination process. 
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Figure 3.2.1. Spectral fluorescence regions of phenylalanine, tyrosine and tryptophan 
designated by boxes according to [20] overlaid onto spectral fluorescence signatures of 
viable Bacillus atrophaeus bacteria (upper figure) and Bacillus atrophaeus spores 
(lower figure) which are studied in the current thesis. 

 
 
In a recent and relevant publication [20] the authors have found non-over-
lapping spectral regions for phenylalanine, tyrosine and tryptophan (see figure 
3.2.1), and recorded synchronous fluorescence (i.e., excitation and emission 
wavelength are both scanned synchronously while measuring, keeping the 
wavelength/Stokes shift constant between excitation and emission) of 6 
different bacterial species. The principal component analysis on their experi-
mental results showed excellent separation between all 6 identified bacterial 
species in the studied samples. This result clearly indicates that autofluore-
scence can indeed be applied in practical detection of biological pathogens only 
by their autofluorescence signal. Admittedly, these 6 bacteria are from different 
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taxonomical families, but the identification capability and clear separation 
between the bacteria is still remarkable. Moreover, the fact that so far there is 
little to practically no commercial use for this phenomenon obviously points to 
a business opportunity for those interested. Current research, being part of an 
industrial PhD program, also takes steps forward in developing similar relevant 
commercial solutions, the requirements to which are described in the next 
section. 

3.3. Requirements for technical solutions  
for pathogen monitoring 

An important part of this PhD thesis is the conceptual, spectral and optical 
design of the photonic devices, which are used to detect and/or monitor the bio-
logical pathogens. Any design choice is always a compromise for the required 
properties of the devices – for example, it is immensely difficult to have “low 
cost” and “high capability” optimised at the same time. This means that the 
requirements are somewhat subjective and the first-principle approach to 
reasonable requirements would benefit greatly by input from people who want 
to use such a device. Here, we have gotten the list of requirements from private 
communication with Professor Jean-Luc Gala, the head of the CTMA team of 
UCL in Belgium. The CTMA were one of the teams fighting the 2013 Ebola 
outbreak in Guinea [54] and therefore they know field hospital needs from their 
experience really well. Some of the main requirements for the sensor develop-
ment can be summarised into the following bullet points. 
a. The device should have a reasonably small size, mass and power con-

sumption – ideally, it should be handheld for easy and safe handling of high-
ly infectious samples in restricted spaces. Wireless operation on recharge-
able battery with compatible charging solutions is part of this condition. 
Also, ease of packing and unpacking is of relevance. 

b. The device should be user-friendly and not need a high level of expertise to 
deliver reliable measurement results. 

c. The cost of the device should be minimal. 
d. Device should enable easy, fast and robust sample identification and an 

efficient data transfer. This means high specificity (true negative rate) and 
sensitivity (true positive rate) for the measurement results of the device.  

e. The device must withstand regular decontamination procedures. 
f. On-site quality control, short turn-around time, ease of use of reagents (if 

any!) are also conditions worth mentioning. 
Obviously, one device meeting all of these requirements would need immense 
development effort with volume manufacturing that is needed to keep the cost 
down. Investment required for such an effort is out of reach for the academic 
laboratory and the SME which are part of this research study. Therefore, the 
device prototypes developed here are a trade-off between their capability, ease 
of use and cost. The largest developed device – BC-Sense lidar – can operate at 
long distances and has a good specificity, sensitivity and speed, but is rather 
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large in size, consumes a lot of power and is difficult to operate. The middle-tier 
option of SFS-Go spectrofluorometer device has great specificity and 
sensitivity, but is rather slower, larger and measures just a tiny area at a time. 
The smallest device – H2B-Spectral – is small, low-cost, low-powered and 
light-weight, but its specificity is not yet reliably proven to be at a similar level 
to the more expensive and larger devices. So this device is the main develop-
ment and research object in the current work, operating not only to detect and 
identify biological pathogens, but also to monitor decontamination of pathogens 
in real time. 
 

3.4. Overview of relevant modern decontamination 
methods 

As the devices designed in the framework of the current thesis are meant to 
operate during pathogen decontamination process, the term “decontamination” 
must be defined first. Also, a selected set of modern decontamination methods 
must be introduced, so that the use of vaporised hydrogen peroxide is put into 
context. 

The term “decontamination” refers to any process that reduces microbial 
contamination on surfaces by some meaningful amount. “Disinfection” refers to 
just a significant load reduction of almost all pathogenic organisms, whereas 
“sterilization” refers to the complete destruction of all microbial life [55, 56]. 
Therefore, disinfection and sterilization are both methods of decontamination. 
During most of the decontamination experiments in this thesis the pathogenic 
load after the experiment was not investigated thoroughly enough to claim 
“sterilisation”, so the wider term “decontamination” is mostly used, although 
sometimes can be used interchangeably with “disinfection”. 

It is also useful to note here that in this thesis mostly bacteria and bacterial 
spores are being killed, therefore using the words that refer to lethality to 
bacteria and spores – i.e. “bactericidal” and “sporicidal” are most relevant. Still, 
as typically the spores are the last form of life to die during decontamination, 
we can refer to the process as “biocidal” as any biological pathogen will be 
killed. So under “biocidal” we include terms of bactericidal, sporicidal, 
virucidal, fungicidal, and even acaricidal (lethal to spider mites). 

The most effective widely used biocidal decontamination agent is still low-
concentration liquid solution of sodium hypochlorite i.e., bleach. Bleach is more 
effective, safer and faster compared to other widely used bactericidal agents 
[53], such as liquid solutions of hydrogen peroxide and formaldehyde, because 
bleach not only acts on the oxidising power of oxygen, but also that of chlorine. 
The only downside of bleach is that it will be rapidly neutralized on organic 
surfaces such as wood – although the same effect is present for most other 
oxidizing agents. In the case of the 2nd highly effective decontamination agent 
hydrogen peroxide, it (through mostly free hydroxyl radical mechanisms) 
oxidises internal parts of the pathogens, such as their genetic material, 
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membrane lipids and proteins as it easily penetrates cell walls during deconta-
mination [57]. Being a naturally occurring substance, some specific micro-
organisms have developed catalase-based neutralisation mechanisms against 
hydrogen peroxide – catalase turns hydrogen peroxide into oxygen and water, 
making it less effective for decontamination in this situation if higher peroxide 
concentrations are not used to overpower the catalase-mechanism. Formalde-
hyde does not operate by oxidising the genetic material or proteins, but rather 
causes methylization in enzymes and proteins and cross-linking in genetic 
material, making the cell unviable. Physically the genetic material stays mostly 
intact when using formaldehyde, while in contrast bleach can physically destroy 
even the fluorescing molecules inside proteins. Certain bacteria and yeasts are 
still able to neutralise even formaldehyde by using dehydrogenase enzymes 
[58]. These 3 decontamination agents are all typically used in liquid form, 
making the people in charge of cleaning or decontaminating certain surfaces 
physically wipe down all of the relevant surfaces with a cloth. If this wiping is 
not done methodically then it is an error-prone process, which often does not 
reach the cracks, undersides and crevices in the room to be decontaminated, not 
to mention just missing certain areas in the room during wiping or actually 
transferring the pathogens from one surface to others with incorrect wiping 
techniques [59]. Another commonly used disinfectant class based on quaternary 
ammonium compounds is also based on wiping and will not be discussed here – 
see [60]. Also, the efficient spore killing disinfectant glutaralaldehyde will not 
be discussed here. 

There are a number of modern technologies that improve the disinfection 
process [61], like using microfiber wiping cloth instead of cotton [62], using 
hydrogen peroxide in combination with peracetic acid, hypochlorous acid, or 
using cold atmospheric pressure plasma, but as long as the process includes 
manual disinfection, like highly localised wiping or focussing of the disin-
fectant, they offer little additional benefit. The use of ATP bioluminescence 
techniques can be used to show the locations where wiping has been performed 
poorly [63], but this type of quality control is almost never performed in real 
life. Newer “no-touch” automated systems and antimicrobial surfaces are 
needed to improve the disinfection efficiency. The “no-touch” systems include 
UV-C and Xenon light systems, which cover large areas, but also do not 
decontaminate areas on the undersides or cracks where the UV-light does not 
reach the object. UV-C decontamination efficiency experiment with an excimer 
laser is also part of this thesis and will be discussed later in paragraph 6. Last 
but not least, the “no-touch” systems include aerosol and vaporised hydrogen 
peroxide, which can reach more areas in the decontaminated room than most 
competing technologies and are rather easy to use. See figure 3.4.1 for a sche-
matic illustration of the benefits and drawbacks of VHP compared to some 
other important decontamination methods. 
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Figure 3.4.1. Technology description, benefits and drawbacks of using vaporised 
hydrogen peroxide compared to other common decontamination methods. 

 
 
Consequently, in the case of more difficult and important decontamination pro-
cesses, the decontamination is done using gaseous disinfectants – called 
“fumigants” – either in vapour or aerosol form.  
 

3.5. Vaporised hydrogen peroxide usage and its benefits 
The options for bactericidal and sporicidal fumigants are formaldehyde, ethy-
lene oxide, methyl bromide, hydrogen peroxide vapour, saturated steam, 
gaseous ozone [64] and chlorine dioxide [58] as well as a nebulised solution of 
polymeric guanidine [65]. Due to either their carcinogenic nature, difficulty of 
use and/or smelly by-products [66], everything other than vaporised hydrogen 
peroxide is nowadays rarely used. For example, the issues with other fumigants 
include explosiveness, after smell and discoloration for chlorine dioxide, reacti-
vity with fabrics for ozone, carcinogenicity and high danger when accidentally 
breathing in for formaldehyde, and methyl bromide being banned due to risk to 
ozone layer, to name a few. In the case of VHP decontamination, after finishing 
the VHP decontamination process any left-over hydrogen peroxide itself is 
either ventilated out of the room or catalysed into harmless water and oxygen, 
while the remaining small amount slowly decomposes into oxygen and water by 
itself in a few hours. For vaporised hydrogen peroxide the gaseous form is 
clearly more effective than the cheaper aerosol form [67]. Although there are 
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some explosiveness concerns and the doors, ventilation, etc. of the VHP 
decontaminated room have to be sealed off and there can be a significant turn-
around time for the room due to safety reasons, this method is still considered 
one of the best that is currently available. In the second part of the current 
thesis, it is the vaporised hydrogen peroxide that is chosen as the best dis-
infection/decontamination agent. The disinfection/killing mechanism of patho-
gens for hydrogen peroxide vapour is somewhat different from its liquid form 
when dried samples are used [68] – it seems that the vaporised form of the 
hydrogen peroxide is much more potent. The decontamination mechanism by 
VHP on biological objects is not fully known [57] and therefore partly 
theorised/hypothesised in this work, but it is assumed to work on protein 
degradation into smaller peptides [57], unfolding and oxidizing key parts of 
bacterial or spore cell walls, making germination impossible and oxidising the 
genetic material itself and making copying of genetic material impossible. The 
fact that vaporised hydrogen peroxide has much more biocidal effectiveness 
compared to its liquid counterpart can be attributed to the fact that hydrogen 
molecules in the gaseous form have more kinetic energy and do not have any 
large solvation shell nor charges around them. This makes it very easy for small 
neutral H2O2 molecules to penetrate deep into proteins, lipids, genetic material, 
and other internal parts of a cell and oxidise important chemical links inside the 
deeper structures [68]. 
 
 

 
Figure 3.5.1. The time to reduce the concentration of viable Bacillus subtilis spores to 
10% (decimal reduction value) plotted against VHP concentration, according to [69]. 
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Typically, as illustrated in figure 3.5.1, it takes around 15 minutes to achieve a 
>6 log10 (i.e. 1 000 000 times less viable pathogens) reduction in pathogen 
concentration when using high concentrations like 400 ppm of VHP [69], but 
for dense biofilms of pathogens the decontamination might take somewhat 
longer [70]. The implemented timescales used for decontamination experiments 
in the current work are typically in the order of tens of minutes with VHP 
process. 

It is noteworthy that in [53] it is mentioned that the autofluorescence of bio-
object can act as a proxy that can indicate viability. A similar experiment with 
bleach has also been independently carried out in the first paper [I] by the 
author. It clearly indicates that the pathogen fluorescence decreases and even 
fades completely away during decontamination, inspiring the current PhD 
study. Clearly, a well-decontaminated surface should not have any pathogen-
related fluorescence. To the best of the author’s knowledge before the current 
PhD study this fluorescence fall-off (decrease) effect had never been used to 
monitor directly with vaporised hydrogen peroxide decontamination process 
and possibly even any other decontamination process.   
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4. DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION OF 
BIOPATHOGENS  

4.1. Description of developed pathogen detection 
techniques  

 
Figure 4.1.1. Size of the developed pathogen detection sensors mounted in a typical 
room and compared to the size of person operating the devices. 

 
Several sensors developed in the context of the current thesis are illustrated in 
figure 4.1.1. The small hand-held H2B-Spectral fluorometer is on the left, the 
BC-Sense lidar is in the centre and the SFS-Go spectrofluorometer in backpack 
mode is on the right. 
 

4.2. Remote detection of microorganisms with lidar 
Many fluorescing objects – including micro-organisms and pathogens – can be 
detected from quite large distances by applying the hyperspectral laser-induced-
fluorescence (LIF or HLIF) lidar technique [71]. Typically, the lidar-type 
sensors (the “lidar” acronym stands for “light detection and ranging”) are used 
for optical ranging of objects’ distances and locations, but lidars can also be 
constructed for the “detection” part of the acronym typically referred to as 
“stand-off detection”. In such case the lidar device is designed to measure some 
specific type of emitted radiation or the backscattered lidar light (radiation) – 
for example it is the fluorescence, the reflectance, even Raman scattering or 
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plasma spectra of some object that can be measured. So, the backscattered lidar 
radiation can be used to gather information not only about the distance of the 
object that was hit by the laser beam, but also about some physical properties of 
the sample. In this thesis a fluorescence-type lidar called BC-Sense has been 
designed which is used to determine from more than ten-meter distance whether 
or not the object’s surface has microorganisms on it. The design, construction 
and experiments with the BC-Sense are integral parts of this thesis and therefore 
will be explained in more detail in the following sections. The main optical 
schematic can be seen in figure 4.2.1 and the device itself is in figure 4.2.2. 
 
 

 
Figure 4.2.1. Functional diagram of the photonic design of BC-Sense lidar. The laser 
light used for excitation is depicted as a purple line and the fluorescence light coming 
back from the sample is depicted as a wide red beam. The abbreviation NMOS refers to 
the linear photodetector type and MCP refers to the micro-channel plate system with 
fast time response used for signal-amplification before read-out.  

 
The HLIF lidar BC-Sense was developed to detect the induced autofluorescence 
spectra of pathogens from up to 10-meter distance. During room deconta-
mination procedures, it is envisaged that this device could allow for quick 
scanning of difficult-to-access areas (e.g., high up surfaces, barred by metal 
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fence, inaccessible for sampling, etc.) and just larger surface areas. The lidar has 
two different excimer lasers built-in for fluorescence excitation purposes. By 
using two excitation wavelengths instead of one, the analysis algorithms have 
qualitatively more information to identify pathogens, separate living micro-
organisms from dead ones or separate pathogen fluorescence signal from 
background material’s signal. The first laser was based on krypton fluoride 
(KrF) gas mixture and produced light pulses at the wavelength 248 nm. The 
second laser was operating on xenon fluoride (XeF) gas mixture and produced 
laser pulses at the wavelength 351 nm. Due to the lidar being able to generate 
short and quite powerful laser pulses – in the order of 2 mJ to 5 mJ with a 
duration of 10 ns providing up to 200–500 kW of instantaneous optical power – 
it could measure induced fluorescence signals in daylight conditions that neither 
xenon-lamp-based spectrofluorometer nor a LED-based fluorimeter is capable 
of. Moreover, due to excitation with a parallel laser beam the lidar can do such 
measurements from fairly long distances. By using laser repetition rates up to 
20 Hz and quickly averaging the result from one measured sample point, the 
signal to noise ratio could be improved even further, extending the pathogen 
detection distance. To increase measurement speed while reducing the size of 
the lidar, the two excimer gas laser chambers shared a single high-voltage 
power supply system and a fast electromechanical switch turns them on one by 
one to excite fluorescence of the sample.  
 
 

 
Figure 4.2.2. Photographs of the BS-Sense lidar on its trolley from the front and back 
side. In the left photograph the tube of the telescope can be seen as a circular hole top-
left. Courtesy of LDI Innovation OÜ. 
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The emitted fluorescence induced by the excimer laser pulses is collected by a 
10-cm-diameter off-axis parabolic mirror and directed into a spectrometer 
where the returning excitation laser beams reflections are already cut off by 
interchangeable longpass filters i.e., having different filters to cut off 248 nm 
and 351 nm laser beam reflections. The received light signal is collected within 
~200 nanoseconds during and after the laser pulse to enable the fluorescence 
signal to pass, while disabling the passage of irrelevant background light after 
this gated time window. The background light signal itself is measured before 
each laser excitation pulse and automatically subtracted from the main fluore-
scence signal. This useful many-colour signal is then spectrally dispersed by a 
concave diffraction grating onto an imaging plane. The time-gated and spect-
rally separated light is then amplified up to 106 times (the amplification para-
meter can be changed) by a microchannel plate (MCP), which converts arriving 
photons to electrons and provides their multiplication depending on applied 
voltage and finally re-converts electrons by a phosphor into photons, which are 
detected by a linear CCD or CMOS sensor. By exploiting all of this complexity, 
a series of pulses of fluorescence light from pathogens on various surfaces can 
be measured in less than one second – that is from pressing the “measure” 
button to receiving the spectra on the screen of the control computer.  
 

Figure 4.2.3. LIF spectra of biological contaminants at the sample surface, excited by 
248 nm photons: 1 – E. coli (dead bacteria) 6×1010 CFU/ml, 2 – E. coli (living bacteria) 
1×107 CFU/ml, 3 – Bacillus spores 5 g/ml, 4 – B. thuringiensis 2×108 CFU/ml (signal 
multiplied by 10 for visibility), 5 – MS2 Virus 1×109 PFU/ml, 6 – Cladosporium 
Herbarum (unknown concentration). 
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To demonstrate the possibility of spectral distinguishing of different pathogens 
with a lidar sensor, a set of different pathogen-simulating micro-organisms was 
chosen to be measured with the BC-Sense lidar. This included an MS2 bacterio-
phage virus, a Cladosporium herbarum fungus, some bacterial species like B. 
thuringiensis and E. coli, the spores of E. coli as well as the dead and viable 
forms of E. coli. The details about the preparation of the samples are described 
in the paper [I]. Liquid solutions of these samples were placed onto the non-
fluorescing copper background and measured using the lidar from a ~5-meter 
distance. The resulting emission spectra recorded at 248 nm excitation are 
shown in figure 4.2.3. Their spectral shapes differ visibly for different micro-
organism classes. Although two selected bacterial species do have somewhat 
similar spectra to each other, slight differences still exist. Even the similar-
looking dead and living E. coli are actually different enough to be separated by 
well-chosen analysis algorithms, as will be seen later in the thesis in  case of 
BA and GS bacteria (see figures 5.6.1 and 5.6.3).  

During decontamination procedures the identification of pathogens is most 
of the time not as important as the fast detection of any pathogen contamination 
on various background materials. The fact that benign micro-organisms can 
give a similar signal to pathogens is therefore less of a problem as the detected 
contamination hints at an unsuccessful decontamination procedure anyways. 
Therefore, as pointed out also in the introduction, the current thesis focuses 
more on the detection and monitoring than on pathogen identification.  

The detection of pathogens on various background materials poses a large 
problem as the background materials may also fluoresce themselves and in 
many cases this fluorescence is in a similar spectral region to the pathogens (see 
figure 4.2.4). To test the capability of the BC-Sense lidar system to distinguish 
between clean and contaminated surfaces, a set of different real-world back-
ground materials were contaminated with bacterial and viral samples [I]. These 
are the same background materials that are used in working field hospitals that 
are flown around the world to humanitarian missions to combat various disease 
outbreaks, such as Ebola in 2014 in Western Africa. The tested substrate 
materials included tent material, PVC, aluminium, steel, PMMA, lab coat (see 
figure 4.2.4) and the simulated contaminants were E. coli bacteria and MS2 
bacteriophage virus. 
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Figure 4.2.4. Tested background materials and their fluorescence spectra excited by 
248 nm photons with the BC-Sense lidar. 

 
 
The background materials were measured with the BC-Sense lidar hundreds of 
times with and without the simulated pathogen contamination on their surface. 
Also, all the used bacterial growth media, bleach, and solvents that were used to 
make the sample suspensions were measured in the same settings. The resulting 
spectra were then labelled to either contain a pathogen in them or not contain 
the pathogen. Then the bootstrap aggregation (bagging or “tree-bagging”) 
machine learning method was applied to the spectra. This separates the data 
randomly into different sets for “training” and “evaluation” and implementation 
of multiple machine learning methods to choose spectral features that are used 
to grow “decision trees” – see figure 4.2.5 for illustration. The set of spectral 
features that makes the best prediction (least amount of spectra in the “evalua-
tion” set fall out of the right prediction class) together with the best-predicting 
machine learning methods is chosen for the final pathogen-on-background 
classification (clean vs contaminated) system. 
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Figure 4.2.5. Simplified explanation of “tree-bagging” machine learning algorithm. 

 
Most contaminant and background combinations showed good and well-defined 
classification results as shown in figure 4.2.6. The only problems were with the 
transparent and fluorescent PMMA, where the result was inconclusive and also 
E. coli on stainless steel substrate was constantly misclassified due to unknown 
reasons. 
 
 

 
Figure 4.2.6. Classification result of >0.5 classifies the spectra to contain contamina-
tion, while the result <0.4 classifies it to be non-contaminated. 
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The detection of biocontamination with HLIF lidar proved to be highly capable 
for the specific stand-off applications in a built and open environment. At the 
same time, its size, complexity of the operation, requirement of a trained opera-
tor, and high cost are limiting factors to the wide use of this technique for regu-
lar monitoring of pathogenic micro-organisms on various surfaces. For many 
practical cases of random and selective point inspection, more portable and 
even hand-held devices are required. Therefore, these results were carried into 
the development of smaller and easier-to-use devices described in the next 
sections. 
 

4.3. Spectral Fluorescence Signatures technique and  
SFS-spectrofluorometer 

While it is typical for HLIF lidars to excite fluorescence at one single wave-
length and record a comprehensive emission spectrum at every laser pulse, the 
lidar in the previous section is already more advanced and excites fluorescence 
at two different wavelengths, but this could theoretically be improved even 
further. Since the quantum efficiency of the sample fluorescence depends not 
only on the emission wavelength but also on the excitation wavelength, much 
more composition-related information could be collected from a sample if the 
emission spectra at a large number of excitation wavelengths could be 
measured. Creating such a multi-HLIF lidar using e.g., an optical parametric 
oscillator laser system [72] was out of budget for the current PhD project, but 
reducing the measurement distance to a few millimetres and using a wide-
spectrum xenon lamp – i.e., designing a front-face fiber-optic spectrofluoro-
meter – allows all of the relevant information still be gathered and consequently 
used to develop an even more compact multi-LED-based hand-held sensor 
which will be introduced in the next section. 

A spectrofluorometer is a device that uses a tuneable-wavelength light 
source to excite fluorescence in a sample and records the fluorescence (or 
phosphorescence) spectrum at each of these excitation wavelengths, which 
results in measuring a spectral intensity matrix called Spectral Fluorescence 
Signature, abbreviated as SFS and often referred as a spectral fingerprint [73]. 
SFS is also sometimes called Excitation Emission Matrix Spectroscopy 
(EEMS), but compared to SFS the EEMS usually has not a cut off for Rayleigh 
(elastic reflection) spectral signal, irrelevant for many measurements, and often 
the excitation and emission axes are switched due to historical reasons and 
technique naming conventions.  
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Figure 4.3.1. An approximate SFS spectral map of selected autofluorescent cell consti-
tuents according to [74] and [9] shows close-by spectral areas covered by different 
natural fluorophores. This illustrates how much more relevant information can be 
collected into a two-dimensional fluorescence matrix compared to the one-dimensional 
line-spectrum.  

 
Figure 4.3.1 summarizes the spectral positions of typical fluorescence patterns 
of some of the more common fluorophores inside cells. As the relative fluore-
scence intensities of the fluorophores can differ by multiple orders of magnitude 
and the peaks can be slightly shifted, the deconvolution of SFS into constituent 
spectra can be extremely difficult. Therefore, most of the time, a number of 
real-world cell samples – technically containing many of these fluorophores in 
different amounts – are measured and a database (and sometimes machine 
learning algorithm) is built to detect the empirical differences between various 
cell types. So in order to find the most indicative characteristic spectral regions 
for the detection and identification of pathogenic microorganisms, the spectral 
patterns of the pathogens were investigated using the SFS-Go spectrofluoro-
meter. The author contributed as a principal developer of this device by the 
R&D and engineering team of LDI Innovation OÜ. The device was developed 
as a small and light-weight instrument enabling extremely fast measurements of 
the SFS. The scan time is only 15 seconds for obtaining a full spectral finger-
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print – SFS – in which excitation wavelength is scanned from 230 nm to 350 
nm and a ~200 nm wide emission spectrum is collected for each of these 
excitation wavelengths with 5 nm step size and ~10 nm spectral resolution. In 
addition to scan speed increase compared to all previously designed spectro-
fluorometers, this SFS-Go spectrofluorometer was designed to be used with 
fibre-optic input/output cables and connectors. Such fibre-optics probe has the 
advantage of versatility since the flexible and long fibres can be used to direct 
the excitation light to almost any surface without collecting a sample – at least 
when used in the front-face fluorescence configuration, which can be seen in 
figure 4.3.2. Additionally, the fibre optical solution enables measuring samples 
with the typical cuvette configuration (the 90-degree fluorescence and 0-degree 
absorption measurement in liquids) just by using fibre-optic connectors installed 
in another measurement configuration. This means that the applicable measure-
ment configuration is not fixed, but rather adaptable for measurement require-
ments. 
 
 

   
Figure 4.3.2. SFS-Go spectrofluorometer with a front-face measurement handle. Left - 
the stand-alone device powered by battery on a table. Right – the device demonstrated 
in “back-pack mode” for decontamination teams. Courtesy of LDI Innovation OÜ. 
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Figure 4.3.3. Illustration of the optical schematic developed for the SFS-Go spectro-
fluorometer. 

 
The SFS-Go spectrofluorometer device uses a 20-watt continuous spectrum 
xenon flashlamp directed through a wavelength-selecting monochromator as the 
excitation source for fluorescence – see figure 4.3.3 for illustration. The mono-
chromator is based on a concave reflective holographic grating, which is used to 
select the exact wavelength of the excitation light with ~10 nm bandwidth. The 
excitation light is then directed through an order-cutting filter into the optical 
fibre bundle that directs the monochromatic light onto the surface or object to 
be investigated. The surface area and the acceptance angle of the fibre bundle 
are chosen to match the arc size of the flashlamp and the numerical aperture of 
the concave grating respectively. The excitation light will then pass through 
output optical fibre with up to 1.5 meters length and then be focused onto the 
sample via two small relay lenses. If there is some amount of pathogen on the 
surface, then its fluorescence will be excited and a pathogen-specific fluore-
scence spectrum can be recorded. Another set of lenses relays the collected 
fluorescence light onto the tip of the emission (input) fibre bundle. This fibre 
directs the light into a second monochromator, which is used to analyse the 
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emission spectrum. This is performed by measuring the fluorescence emission 
light for all pre-selected wavelengths one by one in very quick succession by 
rotating the monochromator gratings with stepper motors. This “excite at one 
single wavelength and read emission signal at another longer wavelength” pro-
cedure is repeated at around 40 times every second, resulting in the acquisition 
of the full SFS spectrum in less than 15 seconds. 
 
 

 
Figure 4.3.4. Example SFS spectrum of dried tryptophan (graphical image from R 
software). 

 
In such spectra (see figure 4.3.4) the vertical axis stands for the excitation wave-
length, the horizontal axis stands for emission wavelengths and the fluorescence 
intensity is colour-coded (from blue to red) so that blue regions depict low-
intensity regions, green regions show the middle-intensity regions and red areas 
show the highest intensity regions in the spectral matrix (SFS).  

In case the object to be detected is in a liquid, in water or water-like solution, 
the usage of fibre bundles reduces the signal intensity significantly compared to 
measuring liquid directly in a small transparent cuvette. The main reason for 
this signal reduction is simply the geometry since the circular fibres in a fibre 
bundle cannot physically cover all of the area of the multi-fibre bundle – even 
close-packed fibres will have inactive space between individual fibres, which 
will not transmit any useful fluorescence light. The second reason why fibres 
reduce signal significantly is due to the inherent absorption of light in the long 
fibres – this is especially noticeable at wavelengths below 250 nm even with the 
best fused silica fibres. Thirdly, when using the cuvette with optical fibres the 
optical coupling between the fibre and the cuvette is typically realized by using 
fused silica lenses, which naturally induce axial chromatic aberration in the 
system and focus different wavelengths at different points in space, thus 
reducing the average intensity at most wavelengths. 
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Figure 4.3.5. Illustration of a reflective-only optical schematic (SFS-Cube) developed 
during the PhD project. 

 
To combat such fluorescence signal loss, a reflective-only spectrofluorometer 
called SFS-Cube was also developed – the optical schematic can be seen in 
figure 4.3.5. Such a device uses toroidal mirrors to focus off-axis light to a 
single spot in the centre of the cuvette and also collects the fluorescence light 
from the centre of the cuvette to the emission monochromator with a similar 
toroidal mirror. The emission (detection) monochromator dispersion is in the 
vertical optical plane to fit such a solution into a compact spectrofluorometer 
device. 
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Figure 4.3.6. A selected set of SFS spectra of different biological pathogens demon-
strates clear differences in their spectral shapes (graphical images from SFS-Probe 
software). 

 
Multiplicities of SFS spectra of tens of micro-organisms were recorded to 
determine the most indicative characteristic spectral fluorescence regions for 
pathogens. Figure 4.3.6 illustrates the spectral differences of various micro-
organisms. The differences enable the identification of pathogens that have been 
spectrally characterised with their spectral signatures stored in the reference 
SFS library.   

The developed spectrofluorometers use a highly sensitive single-channel 
detector called a photomultiplier tube (PMT) for the detection of some extre-
mely weak (low quantum yield) pathogen fluorescence signals. The PMT 
converts light into electrons, which are accelerated between metal dynodes and 
lead to even more electrons at each stage that will affect the detector output – in 
effect a PMT can amplify the signal up to tens of millions of times and enable 
sensitive spectral mapping of any micro-organism. 

The experiments that were performed with the SFS-Go spectrofluorometer 
revealed decently low enough limits of detection (LoD – at the level of 105 

CFU/ml, see figure 4.3.7,) and rather good identification capabilities. A neural-
net-based identification algorithm was implemented in the SFS-Go software, 
but due to arbitrary selection of pathogens in the library, the small set of 
background materials, the limited set of growth stages and even the different 
growth media all influencing the analysis result, the real-world identification 
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procedure is actually much more complicated than envisioned initially and falls 
out of the scope of this work.  

 
 

 
Figure 4.3.7. SFS spectra of the dilution series for liquid solutions of B. thuringiensis 
spores (left column – dilutions of 1/10, 1/100, 1/1000, 1/10000, 1/100000 of 1.7×108 
CFU/ml stock solution shown from top to bottom), S. cerevisiae yeast (central column – 
dilution steps 1, 1/10, 1/100, 1/1000, 1/10000 of 2.3×108 CFU/ml) and E. coli (right 
column – dilution steps 1, 1/10, 1/100, 1/1000, 1/10000 of 3×109 CFU/ml), which were 
used to determine the limits of detection and quantification of the spectrofluorometer 
device. The lower detection limit was found to be around 105 CFU/ml for all of these 
micro-organisms, while the limit of quantification was found to be two times higher. 
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Figure 4.3.8. Wavelength ranges chosen by SFS spectroscopy for developing the H2B-
Spectral handheld device. The spectral areas referred to as Gaussian edges are not 
selected for any particular fluorophore, but are present due to other choices and do 
contain some useful information about the sample. 

 
Certain applications, like control of the decontamination settings, and especially 
the cleanliness after decontamination (commonly referred to as “how clean is 
clean”) require more focus on low LOD than on the identification. This require-
ment was further realised in the development of a simplified version of SFS 
technique in a form of a small handheld multi-spectral device, which was one of 
the goals of this PhD work. The three different excitation wavelengths provided 
by widely available UV LEDs and 3 emission filters, which enable to study 8 
spectral regions (9th one contains reflection and is not used) of each standard 
SFS as shown in figure 4.3.8 were selected for such development. The develop-
ment was carried out by applying modern UV LED and silicon photomultiplier 
(SiPM) technology described in the next sections. 
 

4.4. Pathogen detection with LED-based fluorometer H2B 
Ultraviolet LEDs with reasonably good radiant efficiency and reasonable price 
have not been available for too long time in the component market of radiation 
sources. After the groundbreaking AlGaN research and development phase in 
the 1990s such LEDs have been in the market only since about 2000s and early 
2010s [75]. Compared to other manmade light sources of ultraviolet radiation 
like Xenon lamps, deuterium lamps, cathode ray tubes and especially UV lasers, 
these light sources are orders of magnitude smaller and therefore efficiently 
applicable in the design of conveniently handheld photonic sensors. 

The second recent technological advancement that is enabling the develop-
ment of highly capable handheld photonic devices is the appearance of the so-
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called silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) photon detection systems [76]. These 
detectors are basically matrices of avalanche photodiodes that are coupled with 
ultrafast counting electronics, in effect acting as photon counters. In a silicon 
photomultiplier a photon creates a quick avalanche of current in a very 
controlled (non-damaging) manner in a thin Si layer. The short duration and 
relatively constant height of avalanche signals are the reasons that allow 
counting of single photons with fast detection electronics. SiPM-s allow signal 
amplification of 106 times – almost as much as PMT-s. While not matching the 
exponential signal amplification of PMT-s depending on the gain voltage nor 
the dynamic range, the SiPM-s operate on much lower voltage and have much 
smaller dimensions, enabling compact, light-weight and robust mechanical 
design which is essential for the development of hand-held devices. Further-
more, the smaller dynamic range can be compensated by tuning the intensity of 
the excitation LED. 
 
 

 
Figure 4.4.1. Left – the single-channel H2B device in hand. Right – the H2B usage 
shown during a technology demonstration show. Courtesy of LDI Innovation OÜ. 

 
Based upon the measurement principles and spectral characteristics of patho-
gens, which were studied with the UV spectrofluorometer as well the lidar, a 
number of much smaller and cheaper fluorimetric sensors were developed. The 
first iteration of this sensor can be seen figure 4.4.1 and is called H2B. This 
“gun-like” mechanical design has to be placed against the measured surface, 
then the measurement is triggered by the gun-like trigger and the resulting 
number can be read on the LCD screen in the back of the sensor. The device can 
operate on the mounted battery power for half a workday and can transmit 
recorded data directly to a control computer via WiFi. The excitation light 
sources for the H2B sensor is a single ultraviolet LED emitting 280 nm wave-
length photons with microwatt-level radiant power. The ultraviolet excitation 
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light is directed through an OD6 high-quality bandpass filter onto the surface to 
be monitored. The filter is necessary to be used with a LED light source to cut 
off the long-wavelength spectral shoulder (which is only visible in a logarithmic 
scale) that can otherwise be reflected from the studied sample surface, spoiling 
the quality of the spectral fluorescence signal to be detected. In case the sample 
emits fluorescence, this useful emission is collected by a set of focussing lenses 
and another OD6 bandpass filter at the tryptophan-related 320 to 360 nm 
spectral region. 
 
 

 
Figure 4.4.2. The H2B detection limit estimation reveals that 3×103 CFU/cm2 of BA 
bacterial spores could be detectable on low-fluorescing surfaces such as aluminium used 
in this experiment based on the signal and its standard deviation at 104 CFU/cm2. 

 
The optical detection is realized via a SiPM detector, which is capable of a 
million-fold amplification of the signal. As this device measures just a few 
square millimetres from a distance of about 1 centimetre (inside the back-
ground-light-exclusion-tube) and has such a high signal amplification, the 
device was found to be extremely sensitive and work well on certain surface 
materials. Typically, such a high amplification can cause problems when either 
operating at high background light levels due to scattering or reflection is 
present. A set of well-chosen bandpass filters, blackening the internal surfaces 
of optical path and mechanically light-tight body of the device eliminate these 
issues and surfaces concentrations as low as 3×103 CFU/cm2 (see figure 4.4.2) 
have been shown to be detectable on various less-fluorescing surfaces. Obvious-
ly, most surfaces do emit some fluorescence and there is always a need to 
record signal from a clean surface first, otherwise a single-channel approach can 
contain too little information to determine the need for further decontamination.  
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4.5. H2B-Spectral design and application  
In certain situations, where measurements are being done on monotonous low-
fluorescing surface materials the single-channel H2B works fine to detect 
microbiological contamination on surfaces. But this single-channel approach is 
found to be too restrictive for the many practical application situations. Most of 
the time the real world is much more complicated as a variety of surface mate-
rials are used even in the simplest settings. Detecting somewhat differently 
fluorescing pathogens at random surface concentrations makes the task even 
more difficult. To combat the shortcomings of the single-channel H2B, while 
still maintaining a user-friendly size, the concept of H2B-Spectral was 
developed.  
 
 

 
Figure 4.5.1. Left – H2B-Spectral recording GS spores signal on black anodized 
aluminium surface. Right – the sensor size compared to a person. Courtesy of LDI 
Innovation OÜ. 

 
The H2B-Spectral illustrated in figure 4.5.1 uses 3 different LED-s to excite the 
fluorescence and on the emission side the device switches between 3 bandpass 
filters during any measurement – see figure 4.3.8 for the selection of the 
spectral areas measured and figure 4.5.2 for the simplified optical schematic. 
This enables to get more specific spectral information and enable better 
distinction between the spectra, which are caused on the one side from the back-
ground surface material and on the other side from the fluorescence of potential 
microorganisms on the surface.  

The technical design choices for the H2B Spectral were governed in part by 
end-user needs (described in paragraph 3.3) and convenience factors, while 
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focussing on the ability to detect low levels of microbiological pathogens on 
surfaces. The device is designed to be light-weight enough (~1 kg) to be easily 
hand-held during the check-up of surface contamination associated with 
decontamination procedures. At the same time the device is large enough  
(~ 30 cm × 15 cm × 7 cm) to be used with thick gloves through the hazmat suit 
that is sometimes required for decontamination efforts that are more dangerous. 
The H2B-Spectral device has the capability to operate fully wirelessly by 
having data transfer over WiFi and rechargeable Li-ion batteries for 10+ hours 
of continuous operation. In some cases, wireless option is not good (e.g., 
military operations) and only wired operation is preferred. Therefore, the device 
also has the capability to transfer data over RS485 wired protocol and operates 
(and charges its battery) from 24V DC power input. For measurement in the 
typical H2B-Spectral configuration the device is simply directed against any 
surface to be measured and the device will spend one to two seconds per  
~10-mm-diameter surface point measuring it at multiple wavelengths and help 
estimate pathogen amount on the surface – if any. 
 
 

 
Figure 4.5.2. Simplified optical design schematic of the H2B-Spectral device. 

 

The wavelengths used in the H2B-Spectral were chosen by examining spectral 
fluorescence fingerprints of multiple pathogenic microorganisms. The main 
signal typically arises from 280-nm-excited and 340-nm-emitting (later noted as 
280/340 nm) tryptophan-related peak, which is complemented by the pyri-
doxine peak 300/400 nm and NADH peak at 340/460 nm. As already intro-
duced in previous sections, the ultraviolet excitation light is created by 
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microwatt-level LED-s and spectrally selected with relevant spectral bandpass 
filters, which have optical densities over 4 in the spectral region where the long-
wavelength-shoulder of UV LED-s could otherwise contribute to reflection 
signal from the sample that could spoil fluorescence signal. For the same reason 
the emission channels have high quality OD6 fluorescence filters that reject all 
of the LED excitation light. Such configuration enables high signal to noise 
ratios for fluorescence signal at the selected wavelength pairs. The sensor also 
enables software-configurable LED-intensity increase in case extremely low 
signals are monitored. Furthermore, tuning the power of the excitation LED 
enables reaching a much larger effective dynamic range and getting more 
relevant information about the sample.  

After the excitation light is exposed onto the sample surface, and its inter-
action with substances on surfaces generates fluorescence light. The fluore-
scence light is collected by using a 3-lens configuration (see figure 4.5.2) and 
transmitted through a servo-motor-selectable emission filter onto highly sensi-
tive silicon photomultiplier (SiPM, Hamamatsu 3×3 mm) that amplifies the 
signal and enables single-photon-level detection in the sample as described in 
the introduction to this section. The measured sample area is around 10 mm in 
diameter and it lies at 50 mm distance from the light collection optics (distance 
is held by a black bellows). Since the high-intensity background light can easily 
saturate the SiPM detector, the device has a black tube, which blocks the 
disturbing background light as well as possible from around the area investi-
gated. As is typical with such devices, the signals are then recorded with and 
without the LED excitation on at all relevant wavelength pairs. The obtained 
background light level is subtracted from accumulated signal, improving signal 
to noise ratio. Single measurement at all relevant wavelength pairs typically 
takes around one to two seconds and thereafter results are displayed in the 
screen of the sensor and/or a connected control computer. Using machine 
learning and calibration of data on these graphs help to interpret the presence of 
pathogens in front of the sensor.  

Whereas the SFS-Go has the advantage of covering hundreds of spectral 
channels, the H2B Spectral surely has the advantage of sharper spectral cut-offs. 
It means the better rejection of reflected/scattered light (better signal to noise 
ratio at selected wavelength pairs) and crucially a low enough UV excitation 
flux, which is sufficient for fluorescence measurement, but still below the limit 
needed to kill the microscopic pathogens simultaneously. One should avoid 
altering the sample under study, which will be important for the monitoring of 
VHP procedure introduced and discussed in next paragraphs. The H2B-Spectral 
generates low enough UV radiation flux, saving the battery, to enable mea-
suring the fluorescence of bacterial spores for more than 10 hours period with-
out the fluorescence signal falling any more than around 1 per cent. 

As could be expected from a few-channel fluorescence device that measures 
only the natural autofluorescence emitted from various surfaces, this device 
cannot distinguish between the extreme multitude of microorganisms present in 
the world. At best, it can tell the operator either that the surface is clean from 
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microorganisms or – based on the measured signals – there is suspicion of 
dangerous amount of pathogenic microorganisms. Therefore, the device acts as 
an indicator to improve the decontamination efforts at the location being 
investigated. In some sense this approach is safer and certainly it is cheaper than 
trying to identify the full known set of pathogenic microorganisms in any 
sample surface. Studying the full set means sampling, by pre-growing on Petri 
dish and identifying (e.g., PCR) of a fair amount of different microorganisms, 
and this effort is too costly in almost any other situation than whenever some 
new and dangerous pathogen is feared to have been found its way to humans. 
And as an opposite example, in case the pathogen to be identified is already 
known – like SARS-CoV2 – then the most efficient approach is to chemically 
engineer a receptor that only binds to the pathogen of interest (e.g., the spike 
protein that connects to the ACE2 protein in human cells). If such receptor 
could be bound to a near-by fluorescent label, the fluorescence energy transfer 
would be modified in case the virus is connected to the receptor, allowing 
highly selective detection of the quantity of the selected pathogen present. The 
main advantage such highly specific detection is also its main draw-back – by 
detecting just one type of pathogen the device would be actively ignoring all 
other kinds of pathogens and therefore in a general decontamination setting it 
would not increase safety as much as indiscriminately pointing out every kind 
of pathogen. The H2B-Spectral does neither immediately point to a single 
pathogen like the immuno-sensors do nor needs hours of operation including 
intense computing to determine the DNA-sequences present. It is just a perfect 
cheap and small tool, which extremely quickly points out that the surface seems 
to be containing pathogen-like fluorescence and should be cleaned or re-cleaned 
from this dangerous substance. Figure 4.5.3 illustrates the ability of such a 
quick tool to still separate different pathogens on different background 
materials. 

The limit of detection for pathogens (GS spores) of the H2B Spectral is 
found to be in similar range where the viral/bacterial load starts to become 
dangerous to humans touching the surface, i.e., ~103 CFU/cm2. Typically, it is 
considered that pathogen concentrations below such values do not have much 
probability to infect people or [77, 78]. The detection limit for the H2B-Spectral 
device can further be improved by increasing the excitation LED intensity, 
applying the whole dynamic excitation range of the LED and increasing the 
signal collection time. 
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Figure 4.5.3. Principal component analysis (1st and 2nd component) of H2B-Spectral 
measurement results of GS spores on iron/steel background shows some separation 
between similar objects.  
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5. MONITORING OF VAPORISED HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 
DECONTAMINATION PROCESS USING A MODIFIED H2B-

SPECTRAL SENSOR 

5.1. Fluorescence as a marker for pathogen viability 
When concluding the pathogen measurements described in paper [I] the lidar 
was left measuring during the decontamination with bleach – i.e., sodium 
hypochlorite – when the bleach was poured onto the samples, the fluorescence 
was continuously measured. An immediate fall-off of the fluorescence signal 
was observed, which was slower for the more decontamination-resistant patho-
gens like spores and faster for living viruses – see figure 5.1.1. 
 

 
Figure 5.1.1. Lidar 248 nm excited fluorescence signal intensity fall-off when pouring 
bleach onto the samples. For E. coli the long tail of the fall-off is only visible. 

 
A similar effect was observed with the spectrofluorometer device when mea-
suring the full SFS spectra of a small concentration of bleach acting on liquid 
solution of Bacillus atrophaeus bacteria – as can be seen in figure 5.1.2. The 
main tryptophan-like peak intensity falls very clearly even with no mixing and 
just a small concentration of bleach added. Common knowledge tells that the 
bacteria are killed with bleach, so there surely is a correlation between the 
fluorescence intensity fall-off and death of the micro-organisms. As the bleach 
oxidizes many of the building blocks of life like amino acids, cell wall lipids 
and genomic material, this result is to be expected. 
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Figure 5.1.2. A series of SFS spectra of 1 ml 108 CFU/ml Bacillus atrophaeus liquid 
sample with added 1 ml of 1% bleach solution. 

 
In [53], the authors even found a connection between the probabilities of germi-
nation for bacterial spores and their fluorescence. More intensively fluorescent 
spores were found to be more likely viable compared to the less fluorescing 
spores. 

As the effect was so obvious, there also appeared a need to monitor vapo-
rised hydrogen peroxide decontamination in real time and there was very little 
research performed in this field, a similar effect was chosen to be experi-
mentally studied throughout the course of the PhD work [II, III]. The following 
sections briefly describe some key findings from papers [II] and [III].  

 

5.2. Modified H2B-Spectral for VHP process monitoring  
As already described in the introductory paragraphs, hydrogen peroxide vapour 
decontamination is a highly effective method for killing any biological 
microorganisms that come in contact with the air atmosphere in the room and 
are influenced by the small amount of gaseous H2O2 present. This decontami-
nation method is chosen due to its efficiency, but also because it can be auto-
mated for room disinfection [4]. It is more effective than using hydrogen 
peroxide aerosol [67] and it leaves no bad smell into the room after its proper 
use. Consequently, among the vapour-based decontamination methods, VHP is 
unsurprisingly number one among of the more popular ones to be used in 
various studies [79]. After the decontamination procedure the hydrogen 
peroxide is simply catalysed into regular water and oxygen, with the residual 
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small concentration either being ventilated out of the room or quickly reacting 
to the organic matter (dust) always present in the room. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.2.1. Modified H2B-Spectral device for the VHP monitoring configuration 
viewed from the front side. A fresh bioindicator sample on stainless steel is installed 
into the sample slit (on the right side in the photo) for each VHP decontamination effort. 
Courtesy of LDI Innovation OÜ. 

 
The H2B-Spectral was modified to operate specifically in the VHP decontami-
nation monitoring configuration – see figure 5.2.1. In this configuration, the 
modified H2B-Spectral device contains the “biological indicator” (industry 
standard uses spores of Bacillus atrophaeus and Geobacillus stearothermo-
philus) strip on stainless steel substrate. The plate is fixed in place in front of 
the sensor’s light beam and room air is directed over the sample using a small 
fan. In this way the VHP concentration in front of the biological indicator is 
assumed to be exactly the same as in the air of the room that is being decon-
taminated with VHP. Most of other technical specifications of the modified 
H2B-Spectral remained the same as the H2B-Spectral in its original configu-
ration. In addition to the stainless steel strip implemented, the device operates at 
lower exciting LED-powers to reduce UV-killing effect and uses just 3 
wavelength pairs instead of 8 (exc/em pair of 310/405 nm is skipped). 
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5.3. Choice of biological indicators  
The bacterial spores are biological objects that are typically installed to the 
room where VHP decontamination is carried out. Their representatives are Geo-
bacillus stearothermophilus (GS), particularly resistant to hydrogen peroxide 
gas, and the spores of Bacillus atrophaeus (BA), which are biologically similar 
enough to simulate behaviour of the highly dangerous anthrax spore contami-
nation. Anthrax attacks have been a real danger in recent decades [80, 81], so 
even though anthrax itself might be even more resilient and surely a lot more 
tenacious than these simulants [58], but the selected spores are similar enough 
and typically the last type of biological objects to survive a disinfection pro-
cedure. It is therefore assumed that if these biological indicators are dead then 
every other type of pathogen is deceased as well. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.3.1. Left – SEM image of single BA spore. Right – stainless steel plates with 
BA spores sample at the top. 

 
Spores have a typical size of ~0.5 μm in diameter and ~1 μm in length (see 
figure 5.3.1 left side). Such bacterial spores have evolved to withstand high and 
low temperatures, many corrosive chemicals, very dry and even vacuum condi-
tions, etc. The spores have multiple cell wall layers to prevent their germination 
mechanisms to be injured by chemicals exposed outside and they cushion their 
genetic material in loads of dipicolinic acid (DPA) [82]. Spores that are decades 
or even centuries old can often still germinate if the proper environmental 
conditions occur. The chosen spores germinate easily in liquid or agar-based 
nutrient broth at the typical 37-degree settings and therefore, allow classical 
viability test to be carried out after the decontamination procedure has been 
finished. 

The BA and GS spores were obtained from VTT through Cleamix Oy as 
liquid solutions of 107 or 108 CFU/ml concentrations. Approximately 10 micro-
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litre droplets of these solutions were pipetted onto stainless steel substrates and 
then placed into the modified H2B-Spectral sensor, resulting in a surface 
concentration around 106 CFU/cm2. 

 

5.4. Experimental design of VHP monitoring setup  
Surprisingly, the influence that vaporised hydrogen peroxide (VHP) has on the 
autofluorescence of bacterial spores is found to be unexpectedly strong and 
immediate. As soon as introduced hydrogen peroxide vapour gets into contact 
with the microorganism, the main fluorescence peak near 320 nm is found to 
decrease in intensity and its spectral position shifts slightly towards shorter 
wavelengths. Figure 5.4.1 shows the intensity fall-off as a function of the time, 
being reproduced in 10 independent experiments. The VHP concentration 
applied was 600 ppm at room temperature and non-condensing conditions.  

To establish the reproducibility of the fluorescence fall-off effect, experi-
ments were conducted to determine the spectral changes during the VHP 
decontamination effort of Bacillus atrophaeus and Geobacillus stearothermo-
philus spores [II]. A one cubic metre stainless steel box shown in figure 5.4.2 
was sealed off. The modified H2B-Spectral device with a freshly made spore 
sample was installed inside the cube together with a VHP-generation device 
VCS-100 manufactured by Cleamix Oy. The latter device was used to generate 
hydrogen peroxide vapour with the foreseen concentration and duration. 

As can be seen in figure 5.4.1, the relative fluorescence (compared to the 
initial fluorescence level) signal fall-off was found to be highly reproducible 
when using similarly prepared pathogen simulant samples as well as the same 
VHP concentration in every experiment. Interestingly, after the VHP exposure 
ended and the residual VHP was removed from the enclosure and its con-
centration was reaching zero value, the fluorescence signal did not stay as low 
as during the VHP exposure. Its intensity increased again and it reached some-
what similar (although mostly lower) values than its initial level at the start of 
VHP exposure. The recorded fluorescence signals demonstrated a slight spectral 
shifted before and after VHP exposure. The permanent change in autofluore-
scence signal intensity was too small and slow response in its accumulation to 
be really useful in determination of the viability of the microbiological sample. 
At the same time the fast-changing/dynamic fall-off of the fluorescence signal 
as a function of decontamination duration gives enough and reliable information 
to determine the approximate logarithmic death ratio of the pathogens. 
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Figure 5.4.1. The fluorescence signal (at 280 nm excitation and 320–360 nm emission) 
intensity fall-off was found to be very reproducible under similar experimental 
conditions. Here are results of 10 independent measurements plotted against time from 
the start of VHP exposure. The end times of the experiments are dissimilar. 

 

  
Figure 5.4.2. Left – schematic of the small 1 m3 experimental volume including devices 
used. Right – photograph of the 1 m3 experimental volume.  

 
The slow fall-off of the permanent change in fluorescence can is observed to be 
in the timeframe of hours (figure 4 in [II]), possibly indicating that the oxida-
tion of the fluorescing subcomponents is occurring at a much slower rate than 
the log6 (1 in a million spores may survive) death process takes place, which 
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happens in the time-frame of minutes. In the time-frame of minutes the really 
small and uncharged single hydrogen peroxide molecules penetrate or diffuse 
easily through any cell walls and inside of key proteins, they will come in close 
proximity to the fluorescing molecules and quench the fluorescence (i.e., create 
a nonradiative pathway for the excited molecules to get back to ground state). 
Most of the quick signal fall-off is probably just based on quenching emission 
of the 3 fluorescent amino acids. At the same time, this indicates that H2O2 
molecules get deep into the proteins and break hydrogen (and maybe sulphide) 
bonds, causing unfolding of the structure and therefore breaking the protein’s 
structure and function. The longer-term oxidative effect on genetic information 
and important molecules is also present, but is no immediate cause of death for 
the bacterial spores during VHP decontamination. Figure 5.4.3 illustrates how 
the short-term and long term effects are tentatively explained here in this work. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.4.3. Short-term and long-term effects of VHP exposure on the fluorescence 
intensity of bacterial spores. 
 
 
As a side note, it is worth mentioning that at first it was thought that maybe the 
effect of hydrogen peroxide molecules on fluorescing molecules inside living 
cells is entirely physical and connected to quenching effect only. As seen in the 
graph in figure 5.4.4 pure L-tryptophan with a surface concentration that has a 
similar fluorescence-intensity was measured in exactly the same conditions as 
the spores and was found to decrease in fluorescence at a much smaller rate 
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compared to the spores. Therefore, it was concluded that inside the spores the 
fluorescence quenching – even if it is just a proxy signal for the presence of 
hydrogen peroxide – is much more effective and really connected to the 
viability of the spore, not just to the decrease of the strength of the fluorescence 
signal by any other effects. 
 

 
Figure 5.4.4. Pure L-tryptophan fluorescence shows much smaller signal intensity 
decrease as a function of VHP exposure when compared to signal from spores. 

 
When performing the VHP decontamination experiment using same sample 
multiple times in a row (i.e., not removing it from the chamber), it is possible to 
see that the signal path from viable spores to dead spore state takes a different 
spectral “route”. It is particularly well seen when comparing the dead spore 
state without VHP surrounding to the dead spore state with VHP surrounding 
(see figure 5.4.5). The signal intensity decrease of the viable spores during the 
first VHP exposure has a longer duration than the next ones for already dead 
spores. The signal recovery occurs nearly to the initial value in all cases. Note 
that the different axes are 280 / 460 nm and 280 / 340 nm spectral features that 
are used in monitoring of the VHP influence. 

As a side note, it is useful to mention that throughout this thesis (including 
figure 5.4.5), if the decontamination parameters are not stated explicitly, these 
are set to be ~500 ppm and ~20 minutes of VHP.  
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Figure 5.4.5. The viable spore has a different 280 nm / 460 nm versus 280 nm / 340 nm 
signal intensity “path” when compared to the signal path of dead spores. The plot shows 
one intensity plotted against the other and time scale (sequence) is shown with different 
colours, starting with magenta, blue, green, red, orange, brown, grey, black. 

 

5.5. Monitoring decontamination at various VHP 
concentrations 

The fluorescence decrease effect together with the decontamination (a duration 
of VHP exposure) time can be used to make a very good estimation of the 
quality of the decontamination process at the selected location, where the sensor 
is installed during the VHP decontamination procedure. The main aim of such 
sensor is to monitor decontamination efficiency in hard-to-reach corners inside 
the room-to-be-decontaminated – i.e., behind some piece of furniture or at 
several corners at once, where the air (and therefore VHP) flow is not as good 
as in the open room area (e.g., in a centre). Typically, the VHP device (e.g., 
VCS-100) as well as one or more large ventilators/fans are mounted inside the 
room to distribute the vapour evenly. Since VHP is highly reactive with organic 
matter, even common household dust will get affected by the vapour, and 
without thorough mixing the room will have some unknown VHP concentration 
gradient throughout the room. Thus, without proper monitoring this might mean 
that some distant corners of the room still have viable pathogenic micro-
organisms present and the VHP decontamination effort cannot be considered 
successful. Installing a sensor with replaceable real pathogenic microorganisms 
in the most-hard-to-reach places eliminates this problem. 
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Of course, another important problem remains – how can decontamination 
team be sure that every microorganism within the room-to-be-decontaminated is 
dead or incapacitated? To solve this, experiments have been carried out with 
multiple microorganisms and it is found that the endospores (mostly called 
“spores” in this thesis) or some Bacillus bacterial species are the most resilient 
to VHP decontamination [83]. As stated in previous sections, this means that 
every other pathogenic microorganism in the room is already dead when these 
spores finally lose their viability. Such bacterial spores are commercially avail-
able by e.g., Mesalabs. The modified H2B-Spectral sensor that was developed 
uses either one of the aforementioned bacterial spores and measures the spectral 
fall-off during VHP decontamination procedure, enabling to calculate also the 
log-kill ratio for the spore sample and answer the question risen above. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.5.1. a) 30 m3 enclosure (empty corner office); b) the experimental fluorometry 
measurement devices in the enclosure; c) the VHP generation machine VCS-100 and a 
fan; d) the experimenter entering into the enclosure. Courtesy of LDI Innovation OÜ. 
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A much larger enclosure (empty corner office room of ~30 m3 volume) was 
used during experiments with different hydrogen peroxide vapour concentra-
tions [III]. Since vaporizing the hydrogen peroxide to achieve the required VHP 
concentration in such a large enclosure takes many minutes (if not tens of minu-
tes) and even longer time to catalyse the VHP back into water vapour and 
oxygen, the experiment was carried out by installing the sensors into the room 
under decontamination when the VHP concentration selected earlier was 
achieved. This required using gas masks and other safety measures due to VHP 
leaking out of the experiment room each time when the device is taken out or 
moved in. Such enclosure size also means using a large ventilator to homo-
genize the hydrogen peroxide gas concentration throughout the room to be 
decontaminated (see figure 5.5.1). All communication with monitoring devices, 
controlling of VHP concentration, was handled wirelessly, providing that the 
decontamination process can be done safely without need to enter the dangerous 
VHP environment for operator. Even the catalysis of H2O2 back into H2O and 
O2 can be controlled outside with the small tablet PC that generally runs 
decontamination procedure. 

With the modified H2B-Spectral sensor, it was found that the tryptophan 
spectral region (280 nm / 340 nm) gave the highest quality signal and it was 
affected most by the presence of VHP. Other fluorescence channels (340 nm / 
460 nm and 280 nm / 460 nm) had a much smaller intensity fall-off during the 
decontamination procedure and were much more erratic in their signal’s be-
haviour. The shape of the fluorescence-intensity as a function of time can be 
described a bi-exponential fall-off function with an almost constant background 
signal (i.e., exponential fall-off to constant plateau slightly above zero value). 
The fall-off speed (decay time) as well as the remaining background signal level 
both depend on the VHP concentration as can be identified in figure 5.5.2. 

 

 
Figure 5.5.2. Bi-exponential fits (solid curves) together with raw data (symbols) for  
280 nm / 340 nm fluorescence channel fall-offs for 4 different VHP concentrations  
(100 ppm, 200 ppm, 300 ppm, 400 ppm, see [III]) in the 30 m3 experimental room. 
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Figure 5.5.3. Relative fluorescence signal level of the 280 nm / 340 nm monitoring 
channel (at the “plateau” level, the averaged signal intensity from 300 s to 1000 s) 
plotted as a function of the VHP concentration shows that the effect is highly sensitive 
in the lower concentration ranges. 

 
Plotting the almost constant “plateau levels” (the averaged signal intensity value 
from 300 s to 1000 s, see figure 5.5.2) of the fitted data as a single exponential 
function of the VHP concentration values, one identifies the following. There is 
a converging and well defined exponential mathematical model between these 
two quantities, which means that the H2B-Spectral output signal enables 
estimating local VHP concentrations and its real influence to the behaviour of 
the biological samples (in particular, for the GS spores). This derived expo-
nential approach is more precise at the lower VHP concentrations (0–100 ppm) 
and has a larger error at large concentrations (over 500 ppm), which is typically 
used in real-life applications. Real life applications also need to account for the 
inhomogeneity of the VHP distribution as well as VHP losses (e.g., due 
reactions in the far-away at the corners of the room-to-be-contaminated). Thus, 
a more precise global estimate of the influence VHP is beneficial for monitoring 
the efficiency of the VHP decontamination procedure. According to the experi-
mental data (figures 5.5.2 and 5.5.3) there is no big exposition difference 
between using 300 ppm or 400 ppm of VHP, whereas there is a huge de-
contamination time increase when using the lower 50 ppm or 150 ppm VHP 
concentrations. Also, it demonstrates that the sensor is sensitive in a way that 
prohibits over-estimation of the influence of small VHP concentrations. 

As a next step, the so-called Weibull formula can be used on this relative-
fluorescence-intensity derived concentration relationship and the integral 
logarithmic death rate estimation (under-estimation by design) is calculated as a 
sum of each time-constrained concentration estimate – see figure 5.5.4. 
Constants for the Weibull formula were established from the published litera-
ture [69] when matching it with the experimental data of this work. The formula 
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used is = 10 ( ) , where C/C0 is the proportion of viable spores, t is the time 
since start of procedure, the time decay factor D = k×cm depends on the VHP 
concentration, according to fit obtained k value is 69451, m value is −1.462 and 
p is taken to be neutrally 1. The value of p indicates whether the spores get 
more resistant to decontamination over time (p<1) or less resistant (p>1), the 
latter option being the more probable case for BA and GS spores used in this 
research. This formula is used to estimate logarithmic death ratios – that means 
the log 6 death rate corresponds to 1 viable spore for every 106 killed spores – 
log 6 level is typically considered sufficient to determine that the decontami-
nation procedure has been successful. At lower VHP concentrations the 
achievement of log 6 death rate takes much longer time compared to higher 
VHP concentration values. The Weibull formula can give indication of the 
decontamination time for the achievement of log 6 kill as well when drawing a 
horizontal line through the real-time calculated integral effect graphs at log 6 
level. The calculated result for 5 different VHP concentrations is shown in the 
following figure 5.5.4. 

 
 

 
Figure 5.5.4. Calculated log-death rate ratios based on the experiments in the 30 m3 
office at several VHP concentrations (shows the preferred underestimation). 

 
To sum up the potential of H2B-Spectral device, one has to compare its 
properties with the classical methods. The classical method would be to place 
the spore (or the so-called “biological indicator disks”) samples for the de-
contamination period into the hard-to-reach places in the room and then let 
them grow in nutrient solutions to see if there remain any viable bacterial spores 
after the procedure. This method is the typical reference for all such deconta-
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mination procedures, but it has a crucial flaw in speed because the results are 
only revealed after 24 hours to 7 days after the decontamination has been 
carried out. This, in turn, means that the decontaminated room cannot be safely 
released for use until the results from classical biological indicator growth tests 
are delivered. The modified H2B-Spectral sensor gives direct fluorescence 
signal from the same biological indicator disks, but in real-time during the 
decontamination process, allowing the operators of the VHP device to leave a 
safe margin to the decontamination process. Thus, the room can be taken into 
use directly after the VHP decontamination procedure is completed successfully 
and the remaining VHP removed by catalysis reaction forming water and oxy-
gen or ventilated out of the room. The classical method can be used as an addi-
tional safety test, but continuous autofluorescence feedback from test micro-
organisms will give direct and immediate information about the influence of 
VHP. 

5.6. Spectral differences between viable and  
dead bacterial spores  

H2B fluorometer experiments showed that the tryptophan-tyrosine-like signal 
intensity can recover to a higher value when the VHP concentration is reduced 
after completing the decontamination process. Also, because the real reasons of 
spore cell death are not entirely clarified in the published scientific literature, 
the multi-concentration experiments were made in parallel (to the H2B-Spectral 
measurement) by using the SFS-Go device placed also inside the 30 m3 expe-
rimental enclosure. SFS spectra contain not only the intensity of selected 
spectral peaks, but also reveal small shifts in their spectral positions, possibly 
giving more clues to researchers about the cause of cell death of the spores. 

Experiments carried out with the spectrofluorometer SFS-Go on living 
(vegetative state) Bacillus atrophaeus (BA) bacteria before the VHP deconta-
mination procedure showed a large spectral difference when compared to 
measuring the endospores of the same bacteria. The bacteria were grown from 
commercially available Kwikstik-type of source for 3 days at room temperature 
on LB broth agar Petri dishes and were gently scraped off onto the detection 
areas of SFS-Go sensors with small amounts of nutrient agar possibly still 
attached. Therefore, the living bacteria were in the growth phase and the spectra 
could be contrasted to the dormant spores’ spectra. Although the emission 
spectrum of tryptophan-related (280 nm / 330 nm) peak shifted towards shorter 
emission wavelengths for both of them, the spectrum of dried endospores 
showed much more monotonous behaviour (i.e., constantly becoming less 
intense during decontamination process), while the living bacteria even showed 
some intensity rise at tryptophan-like wavelengths during and after VHP 
exposure ended – see figures 5.6.1 and 5.6.2. At NADH-related (or oxidation-
product-related) wavelengths (340 nm / 450 nm) the spores showed almost no 
signal change, while the living bacteria showed a remarkable rise, seemed to 
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contain more spectral features (peaks) and thus providing more information on 
ongoing processes. 

 
 

 
Figure 5.6.1. In the SFS spectrum of BA bacteria before (upper SFS graph) the VHP 
decontamination show higher autofluorescence intensity in the tryptophan region. After 
the VHP decontamination (lower SFS graph) the peak shifts towards tyrosine region 
and even rises in its intensity. During VHP decontamination, the intensity of Trp-peak 
becomes 2 times lower. The boxes designate spectral regions typical for the 3 fluore-
scent amino acids. 
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The spore autofluorescence spectra were very different from their parent bacte-
ria as can be seen in figure 5.6.2. There is clearly less fluorescence at trypto-
phan spectral region, more in the tyrosine region and relatively more infor-
mation available in the long-wavelengths (e.g., DPA region) regions. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.6.2. SFS spectra of BA spores (upper SFS graph) shows that the “tryptophan-
like” peak is actually located in the tyrosine region, but in addition to reduction of its 
intensity, it does shift to the left towards shorter wavelengths during VHP decontami-
nation (lower SFS graph). The lower graph is recorded at the end of ~20 minute 600 
ppm VHP cycle. The boxes designate spectral regions typical for the 3 fluorescent 
amino acids. 
 
 
It must be noted that the SFS spectra for the vegetative state bacteria have been 
studied before and after completing the VHP decontamination procedure, but 
the spores have been measured only in real time and the “dead” spectrum is 
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recorded at the end of a VHP cycle when VHP concentration is not yet turned 
off.  

The 2nd commonly used biological indicator based on Geobacillus stearo-
thermophilus was also studied before and after completing VHP decontami-
nation in bacterial and spore form (see figures 5.6.3 and 5.6.4) so that more 
general conclusions could be drawn from the spectral change of recorded data. 

 
 

 
Figure 5.6.3. GS bacteria also show the same tendency as BA bacteria – the main 
spectral peak shifts towards shorter emission wavelengths and its intensity actually 
rises. SFS spectrum before decontamination treatment is in the upper SFS graph and 
after VHP decontamination treatment (~400 ppm for ~15 min) in the lower SFS graph. 
The boxes designate spectral regions typical for the selected amino acids. 
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Figure 5.6.4. SFS spectrum before decontamination treatment shown in the upper SFS 
graph and after VHP decontamination treatment in the lower SFS graph. During VHP 
decontamination the GS spores' main spectral peak also moves to shorter wavelengths 
and reduces in intensity – similarly to the behaviour of BA spores. The applied VHP 
concentration on GS spores in this graph was ~300 ppm, compared to ~600 ppm for BA 
spores. The boxes designate spectral regions typical for fluorescent amino acids. 
 
 
When comparing the spectra of the spores to spectra of the bacteria (in the 
typical tryptophan and tyrosine regions) it seems there is a trend that while the 
bacteria have their main fluorescence peak mostly near tryptophan region, the 
dry spores exhibit the main peak shifted to tyrosine region. The possible ex-
planation is that the spores could either contain more tyrosine (this is more 
likely) or their tryptophan could be in an even more hydrophobic local environ-
ment compared to their “parent” bacteria. 

After finalizing the VHP decontamination procedure a remarkable spectral 
shift of maxima towards shorter emission wavelengths was observed for the 
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main ~320 nm emission band under ~280 nm excitation. The observation was 
similar for the bacteria as well as the bacterial spores. The cause of this spectral 
shift is speculated [II, III] to be that the H2O2 molecules go deep inside of 
protein structures and break structural bonds, unfolding the proteins and dis-
connecting amino acids so that energy transfer from phenylalanine to tyrosine 
and from tyrosine to tryptophan is reduced. The distances between amino acid 
units increase, some oxidative damage might occur also and integrity of the 
fluorescing molecules becomes reduced. 

The fluorescence intensity fall-off effect of the spores after VHP decontami-
nation seems more easily explainable by the same mechanism. As the fluore-
scence yield decreases in the row Phe – Tyr – Trp and the energy transfer is 
disconnected in the same manner, a shift towards shorter wavelengths should be 
associated with a decrease in intensity. Also, any oxidation occurring should 
decrease the amount of fluorescing molecules and therefore the fluorescence 
intensity. 

Contrary to the previous point, it was found that for the bacteria, the inten-
sity of the shifted peak is actually increased after VHP exposure. From literature 
[84] it appears that enclosed inside a protein structure the tyrosine’s fluore-
scence is actually weaker than it is for more free-floating tyrosine. As less 
energy is transferred to tryptophan at the same time, this could explain why the 
fluorescence intensity could also increase after VHP decontamination. Different 
effects mean that the protein structure of the spores is significantly different for 
the dormant spore form and living bacterial form, which is obvious. 

At the same time, the broad emission peak at longer wavelengths centred 
around 460 nm when excited by 340 nm radiation barely changed its position 
and intensity or was rather increased than decreased during VHP killing proce-
dure of spores. As for the rise of 340 nm / 460 nm peak, this can partly be attri-
buted to the oxidation products of tryptophan-like molecules, which are centred 
around 340 nm / 460 nm according to [85] and [86]. In the case of bacteria the 
appearance of oxidation-induced molecules in this spectral region is more 
strongly connected to NAD(P)H fluorescence and longer wavelength excitation 
would have been needed to disentangle the real cause of this fluorescence [87]. 

The SFS-Go was also used to measure autofluorescence fall-off shown in 
figure 5.6.5 in real time during the VHP decontamination, but the measurement 
without any VHP influence (black line in figure 5.6.5) showed also a fall-off. It 
is likely that the high UV intensity of the SFS-Go damaged the samples together 
with very small air movement above the sample in the chamber may result erro-
neous and incomparable measurement of fall-off signals. 

To the best of our knowledge, this is among pioneering studies where the 
spectral changes of the full autofluorescence spectra of micro-organisms were 
recorded for the first time during the vaporised hydrogen peroxide decontami-
nation in real time. 
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Figure 5.6.5. Illustration of the simultaneous measurements by SFS-Go (open blue 
symbols) versus H2B 340 nm autofluorescence signals (colored line of blue, small open 
circles of cyan, green, red, black) excited by 280 nm photons during 4 consequent 100 
ppm, 200 ppm, 300 ppm and 400 ppm VHP decontamination runs (not normalised). 
Last curve on the right (black symbols) shows autofluorescence fall-off with smaller 
VHP influence. The fall-off speed of SFS-Go is slightly slower due to very small air 
gap letting the VHP in the measurement area. 
 
 
During the death of the studied microorganisms only a few major spectral 
changes were observed. In special conditions, where the microorganism was in 
its active stage of life at first and then killed afterwards, it was mathematically 
possible to extract the NADH-spectral-area’s change from the spectra, but this 
was far from being an obvious change. As noted, the fluorescence of bacterial 
spores was found to be extremely stable at the dipicolinic acid’s spectral peak 
(region) (~340 nm / 450 nm, similar to NADH). DPA is a compound that is 
present in high concentrations around the DNA or RNA of the spore, protecting 
it from many types of attacks (chemical, thermal, electromagnetic). The stability 
of DPA’s peak could be used as a reference, when comparing with the trypto-
phan-like signal that is highly dependent on hydrogen peroxide vapour 
concentration in the air surrounding the sample. Figure 5.6.6 reveals that even 
the “stable” DPA/NADH-related peak increases slightly during VHP run. 
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Figure 5.6.6. VHP-non-treated and VHP-treated vegetative bacteria compared to BA 
spores non-treated and treated spectra during VHP decontamination in one image. Top 
left – SFS spectrum of living BA bacteria before VHP procedure; top right – SFS of BA 
bacteria after the VHP procedure. Bottom left – BA spores before VHP treatment; 
bottom right – BA spores after VHP treatment. Note that for the spore samples the 
bottom-row SFS window the shorter wavelength edge has been moved 10 nm towards 
longer wavelengths due to very high reflection signal. 
 

5.7. Differences of dead and viable spores in  
time-resolved mode 

Although there certainly are differences in spectral distribution as well as total 
fluorescence intensities between viable spores and VHP-treated non-viable 
spores, there exists at least one more dimension in fluorescence spectroscopy 
that should be explored for a better understanding. Namely, it is possible to 
study the fluorescence in time-resolved mode and see if in the nanosecond time 
scale there are differences in the decay kinetics of viable and non-viable spore 
samples. If large differences appear, it would be possible to use modern electro-
nics to design a small handheld sensor to exploit this result in a device with 
time-resolved operation mode. Obviously, the detection of already dead patho-
gens is not as important to the decontamination team as revealing still viable 
and dangerous pathogens. Here, a study was carried out by using time-resolved 
luminescence spectroscopy to find differences in time-resolved decays of 
emissions in the relevant spectral regions for the same bacterial spores already 
introduced in this thesis – mainly for GS spores. The study was carried out at 
the P66 beamline at Petra III storage ring DESY (Hamburg, Germany) and 
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FinEstBeAMS beamline [88] at MAX IV Lab synchrotron facility (Lund, 
Sweden). Both of these beamlines provide ultrashort excitation pulses in the UV 
range, including the important 230 nm to 280 nm wavelength range and also 
enable to measure the time-resolved emission spectra and luminescence decay 
kinetics with good enough resulting time-resolution (~160 ps for FinEstBeAMS 
and ~700 ps for P66).  

GS spores of 106 CFU/cm2 surface concentration on stainless steel substrate 
were studied at the P66 beamline at DESY and some measurements were 
performed also at the FinEstBeAMS beamline at MAX IV Lab. As can be seen 
in figure 5.7.1, firstly the time-resolved emission spectra recorded at under “far-
enough” 230 nm photon excitation were compared for viable and VHP treated 
dead spores at room temperature. By “far enough” it is meant that the Gaussian 
shoulder of the scattered excitation photons will not interfere with autofluore-
scence signal and the disturbing scattered light photons, always present in 
normal incidence monochromators like P66 has, were suppressed by a cut-off 
filter WG280 with 50 % transmission at 280 nm. This filter is mounted in the 
luminescence detection channel of P66 setup. The data was recorded in time-
resolved mode (an interval between subsequent pulses 192 ns) and during the 
analysis, data was separated into the short time-window (STW): summing up all 
photons that arrived during the first 10 nanoseconds from the excitation pulse  
(t = 0 ns) (red line in figure 5.7.1 and blue line in figure 5.7.2). In the long time-
window (LTW) the photons coming in the time range 10 – 192 ns (black line in 
figures 5.7.1 and 5.7.2) were summed up. The samples were also studied at 
spectroscopically similar conditions, but at 10 K using liquid helium cooling 
and the respective spectra are shown in figure 5.7.2. 

 
 

 
Figure 5.7.1. Time-resolved emission spectra of GS spores’ under 230 nm excitation at 
room temperature. In the short time window (STW) (<10 ns, red line), the viable spores 
(left graph) show a significantly larger intensity in the tryptophan/tyrosine-related 
spectral region at ~315 nm, whereas the oxidation-result-related or NADH-related 
spectral region at 450 nm is more expressed in the VHP treated ‘dead spores’ samples, 
depicted on the right graph. 
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Figure 5.7.2. Time-resolved emission spectra of GS spores’ under 230 nm excitation at 
10 K. The dominating feature is the emission peak at 370 nm detected in the LTW, 
which indicates the changes in the radiative relaxation processes in comparison with 
RT. The viable spores (left graph) still show larger autofluorescence intensities as well 
as a well visible tryptophan/tyrosine-related peak (~315 nm) in the STW, when com-
pared to the dead spores (right graph). The latter sample exhibits long wavelength peak 
at 450 nm in the STW due to the oxidation or NADH-related spectral region. 

 
The first observation is that autofluorescence of viable or VHP treated GS 
spores is very fast process as most of luminescence is emitted during the first  
10 ns, and practically nothing is left in the LTW (see Fig. 5.7.1). Also, the 
emission spectra show an enhanced Tyr-Trp-related ~320 nm peak for the 
viable spores, whereas the dead spores exhibit more pronounced feature at  
460 nm at both temperatures. At 10 K, the wide peak at ~460 nm in the STW 
became dominant feature for the dead spores. At the same temperature, there is 
a large difference in the autofluorescence intensities between dead and viable 
spores, the latter ones having several times higher intensity. This can be 
tentatively assigned to the influence of VHP treatment as this was for confirmed 
for several unique samples in different measurements. At 10 K the dominating 
spectral feature is the emission peak at 370 nm detected in LTW. It indicates the 
changes in the radiative relaxation processes occuring in GS spores at low 
temperatures in comparison with room temperature. However, the origin of the 
370 nm autofluorescence peak itself is not entirely clear. Wavelength-wise, its 
spectral position somewhat matches with the pyridoxine spectral features, but 
physically DPA would be a much better candidate [74] as the spores contain 
~10% of this substance around DNA/RNA. Understanding the low temperature 
relaxation processes is of high importance for biophysical behaviour of spores, 
but for sensor development, it is not very fruitful as the devices operate at 
ambient conditions. Therefore, these low temperature investigations were dis-
continued. 

As for the differences in the time-resolved fluorescence signal, the Trp-Tyr-
related region (~315 nm) is typically relatively less intense for the dead spores, 
whereas the oxidation-result-related >450 nm region is more intense for the 
dead spores. This result makes sense as the oxidation process decreases the 
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amount of fluorescing amino acids and increases the amount of oxidation pro-
ducts, which supposedly fluoresce at the >450 nm range [87]. At the same time, 
gaseous H2O2 is not as strong an oxidizer as liquid H2O2 [68] so at least some of 
the fluorescence fall-off effect at ~315 nm should be due to denaturation/ 
unfolding of key proteins, which inhibit energy transfer between Phe-Tyr-Trp 
and effectively reduces the average quantum yield of the process as Phe has a 
lower quantum yield than Tyr and Tyr has a lower yield than Trp. The energy 
transfer disruption hypothesis falls slightly apart for GS spores here because 
under 230 nm excitation the ~315 nm peak does not move towards shorter 
wavelengths for the dead spores in figure 5.7.1. This is somewhat baffling since 
the same 230 nm excitation and 320 nm emission peak seems to shift towards 
shorter wavelengths in the dead GS spores’ SFS spectra seen in figure 5.6.4. 
The main difference between these two studies carried out is that the P66 
beamline measurements are performed in ultrahigh vacuum, whereas the SFS 
measurements occured at normal atmospheric pressure and in few-hundred ppm 
VHP concentration in air. After the VHP treatment ends, the Trp-Tyr-peak 
probably shifts back towards its original position. These differences are subject 
for further investigations beyond the scope of the current PhD thesis. 

 
 

  
Figure 5.7.3. Decay curves of 315 (a) and 460 nm (b) emissions of GS spores at RT 
excited at 230 nm. Blue and green symbols designate the viable and VHP treated 
spores, respectively. Instrumental response function is shown as a line in magenta color. 
Solid lines show three exponential fits of the experimental data. 
 
 
Figure 5.7.3 depicts the decay curves of viable and VHP treated GS spores 
recorded for specific wavelength regions under excitation by 230 nm photons at 
the P66 beamline. The plotted decay curves show that for the dead spores’ Trp-
Tyr-peak ~315 nm fluorescence has a slightly accelerated decay in comparison 
with the viable GS spores (figure 5.7.3.a), while the ~460 nm oxidation-result-
related peak has practically similar decay time (figure 5.7.3.b). This means that 
our assumption was correct about a difference existing in time-resolved fluore-
scence decay times, but the difference is small enough not to initiate time-
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resolved hand-held sensor development based on this effect. It is obvious that 
the decay curves are non-elementary and consist of several exponentials. The 
best approximation was with the 3 exponential functions and corresponding 
results are shown in Table 5.1. 
 
 
Table 5.1. Three exponential fitting results of decay curves shown in Fig. 5.7.3. 

Viable GS spores 315 nm emission VHP treated GS spores 310 nm 
 τ (ns) Light sum %  τ (ns) Light sum %  
τ1 0.08 2576 53 0.06 3497 81 
τ2 0.72 1787 37 0.70 789 18 
τ3 2.49 508 10 3.37 508 1 
Viable GS spores 460 nm emission VHP treated GS spores 460 nm 
τ1 0.10 785 39 0.08 1158 48 
τ2 1.22 1139 56 1.12 1124 47 
τ3 5.78 109 5 5.01 107 5 

 
 
The first decay component τ1 for 310 and 460 nm emissions is too short for the 
time resolution of detector used in the experiments at P66 and reflects contri-
bution of scattered excitation photons. The second and third decay component 
for 310 nm emission are the characteristics of spores with decay times of ∼0.7 
and ∼2.5 ns, and ∼0.7 and ∼3.4 ns for viable and VHP treated spores, respec-
tively. The cause of the change in decay time for dead spores in Trp-Tyr-region 
needs also further investigations. There is a possibility that oxidative damage 
and resulting (smaller) aromatic-ring-containing products change decay time 
and lower quantum yield. At the long-wavelength 460 nm fluorescence region 
for VHP treated GS spores there is a slight increase of emission intensity in 
average (right panel in figure 5.7.1). In comparison with the Trp-Tyr-region 
decay times a bit longer decay times ∼1.2 and ∼5 ns were obtained and no well 
pronounced influence of VHP treatment was observed. To summarize, the 
numerical analysis of the recorded decay curves confirms that changes in the 
decay times for all emissions are so small and cannot be reasonably exploited in 
any monitoring device for VHP based decontamination process. 

In more pioneering experiments the excitation spectra of the viable and 
VHP-treated (~20 min, ~500 ppm) dead GS spores at 295 K were compa-
ratively studied at FinEstBeAMS beamline (MAX IV Lab, Lund) as well as P66 
beamline (DESY PS, Hamburg) (see figure 5.7.4 for the excitation spectra and 
5.7.5 for a photograph of the FinEstBeAMS beamline). The resulting excitation 
spectra are not completely identical but the main features are repeated and 
recognisable from studies at both beamlines. This is a natural result because P66 
operates on the bending magnet source in normal incidence geometry, whereas 
an undulator source provides photon flux a few orders of higher intensity for 
FinEstBeAMS, operating in grazing incident geometry and covering energy 
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range 4.5 – 1300 eV with a superior energy resolution [88]. It is important to 
note that the excitation spectrum for ~315 nm Trp-Tyr-related emission is more 
structured, which can be related to the specific absorption bands of amino-acids. 
The main excitation peaks are at 230 and 200 nm, which can be tentatively 
assigned to Tyr absorption and Phe absorption respectively [18]. The excitation 
spectrum for oxidation-result-related emission at 460 nm is much smoother, 
repeating the main features of the former excitation spectrum. For the VHP-
treated spores, the 200 nm excitation peak is the dominating feature, but viable 
ones show that along the same peak, the strongest one is at 230 nm. The 
differences in the excitation spectra are more expressed for 315 nm Trp-Tyr-
related emission in both samples. For the 460 nm emission the spectra are more 
similar when comparing viable and dead spores. If assuming that this long-
wavelength emission is mostly excited through various energy transfer pro-
cesses from amino-acid absorption, the resulting spectra are arising from 
contributions of different processes forming more smooth excitation curves. To 
our best knowledge the excitation spectra below 230 nm are not studied before 
for this type of bacterial spores, therefore more investigations are needed and in 
this work we do not speculate on the reasons for the observed spectral diffe-
rences. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.7.4. Excitation spectra of the viable (upper graph) and VHP-treated (lower 
graph) GS spores at 295 K measured at the P66 beamline (blue line for 315 nm 
emission, black line for 460 nm emission) and at the FinEstBeAMS beamline (symbols 
in magenta for 315 nm emission, yellow for 460 nm emission). 
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Figure 5.7.5. Thesis supervisor professor Marco Kirm is working at the set-up for 
luminescence investigation at the FinEstBeAMS beamline where the spores were 
studied by time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy under UV-VUV excitation. 
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6. EFFECT OF ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION 

In the very first experiments, the H2B device had a microwatt-level 280 nm 
LED illumination to excite the Trp-Tyr-related fluorescence. As can be seen in 
figure 6.1, this exciting UV radiation caused almost as much of the fluorescence 
intensity fall-off (at 280 nm / 340 nm) as the VHP process itself. 
 
 

 
Figure 6.1. The autofluorescence intensity fall-off as a function of exposition time to 
high intensity 280 nm UV LED radiation and VHP treatment. The incorrectly con-
figured 280 nm UV LED itself caused initially a significant intensity decrease that is 
associated with the cell death even before the start of VHP delivery in the initial tests. 
 
 
Therefore, the LED power and duty cycle (i.e., LED-ON-time versus LED-
OFF-time) of the H2B device was reduced ~1000 times and the UV-caused 
fluorescence fall-off effect could no longer be revealed. Even after 16 hour 
irradiation test, the autofluorescence signal was at the same initial level (plot not 
shown as it is a straight horizontal line graph over time). 

Unfortunately, the same excitation power reduction could not be achieved on 
the SFS-Go spectrofluorometer as the xenon lamp’s pulse energy could not 
easily be reduced enough as the optimal signal to noise ratio for this sensor has 
a higher excitation threshold. In figure 6.2 it can be seen that when measuring 
live vegetative state BA bacteria under VHP treatment, the ultraviolet radiation 
dose received by the sample under the SFS-Go beam shows a significant loss in 
autofluorescence signal intensity, while under the low-power LED of the H2B 
sensor it rises to even higher levels than before starting the experiment. 
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Figure 6.2. Autofluorescence of Trp channel from live BA bacteria recorded simulta-
neously with the modified H2B-Spectral and SFS-Go device at exposure at few-hundred 
ppm of VHP. After the VHP was turned off at ~2000 seconds, the SFS-Go signal 
intensity was not recovered because of the UV damage caused by the sensor itself, 
which was not the case for the H2B-Spectral operating at lower UV radiation level. 

 
It is well-known that ultraviolet radiation causes damage in the genetic material 
breaking the structures and nucleic acids, causing them to merge/dimerize [89]. 
When the cell’s repair mechanisms are overpowered by the UV dose per surface 
area, the cell will become non-viable. The lethal radiation dose rates for 
bacterial spores are in the range of 1 kJ/m2, while for example the SARS-
COVID-19 dose rate is around 0.2 kJ/m2 and for reference, the dose around  
0.03 kJ/m2 of 270 nm light is already not safe for humans. In paper [IV] it was 
examined examined what is the lethal radiation dose for some commercially 
important pests – the two-spotted mites (Tetranychus urticae) – so that a 
decontamination system could be developed to get rid of the pest and at the 
same time let the affected plants living.  

Therefore, in addition to the decontamination of micrometer-scale micro-
organisms, this thesis includes a summary of the decontamination experiment 
with an almost macroscopic organism species – millimeter-sized spider mites 
Tetranychus urticae. The applied 248 nm UV beam (see figure 6.5 for the 
setup) delivered such a large energy density that a water droplet on plastic Petri 
dish took the shape of the laser beam – as seen in figure 6.3 – rather than its 
initial circular shape, probably due to the UV light changing the properties of 
the surface of the plastic, changing the surface tension coefficient.  
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Figure 6.3. Liquid sample under the 248 nm UV laser beam takes the shape of the laser 
output beam image on the bottom of a plastic Petri dish.  

 
Industrial food production has benefitted greatly from new growing methods 
and crop varieties, but at the same time it has suffered from new pests being 
efficiently spread by our globalised economic model. One of such pests is the 
two-spotted spider mite Tetranychus urticae – see figure 6.4. Originally a Euro-
pean pest, the mites have now been found in many greenhouses all around the 
world. The mites feed directly on plant matter by sucking the cell contents cell 
by cell, reproducing fast and – as an aggregate result – leaving the plant partly 
dead or in a much worse state. Consequently, the spider mites can cause large 
amounts of financial damage and need to be eradicated or reduced significantly 
in numbers. One solution is to use various chemicals to combat the mites, but 
these can leave some amount of potentially toxic chemicals also onto the fruit or 
plant produce and can long-term damage the soil. Ultraviolet radiation has been 
proposed as a safe option to combat such type of mites. 
 
 

 
Figure 6.4. Two-spotted spider mites on a bean plant leaf photographed at 2 magni-
fication levels. 
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In the work [IV], one step further is taken, using a directed excimer laser beam 
in the UV-C range (248 nm) as a source of ultraviolet radiation to estimate the 
killing efficiency at various UV doses on mites. 
 
 

 
Figure 6.5. Set-up developed to deposit pre-set UV-C radiation doses onto two-spotted 
spider mites. Courtesy of LDI Innovation OÜ. 

 
It was found that the 24-hour survival rate for living adult female mites is 
relatively high for small doses of UV-C radiation. A high dose of around 80 
kJ/m2 was needed to achieve a near-100% kill ratio, with ~20 kJ/m2 50% value 
was achieved as shown in figure 6.6. At the same time, it was found that much 
less than 5 kJ/m2 was needed for the mite eggs to stop hatching, which means 
that even a single laser pulse scanning along the plant would cause the eggs to 
become sterile and making a laser-based mite reduction system feasible in some 
settings. The adult mite eradication would need a too high dose for the plants to 
survive, so only a reduction of the next mite generation would be a plausible 
solution for industrial use without any chemicals involved. 
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Figure 6.6. Two-spotted spider mite 24 h mortality plotted as a function of the 248 nm 
radiation dose. Three different intensity levels and UV exposure durations are used to 
achieve the same radiation doses. The mortality seems to be dependent on dose only at 
the chosen intensity levels. 
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7. SEM IMAGE COMPARISON  
OF DEAD AND VIABLE SPORES 

Viable and dead (resulting from VHP treatment) BA bacterial spores deposited 
on aluminium sample holder were investigated using a scanning electron 
microscope. The spores were killed by approximately 600 ppm VHP exposure 
during 20 minutes. The same VHP treatment was applied in experiments with 
the modified H2B-Spectral device. Visibly intact and broken spores seen in 
figure 7.1 were counted only in the small areas that were investigated (see 
figure 7.2) and  statistical analysis of the data are summarised in table 1. No 
statistically significant difference was found between both kind of samples, 
viable and dead. Therefore, as is confirmed by literature, the main effect of 
VHP mortality of the microscopic pathogens is not expressed by mechanical 
damage. The probable main effect of VHP is rather the fact that it penetrates 
easily into the cell wall and can then denature key proteins, oxidize the DNA or 
RNA of the pathogen, causing it to be no longer a viable organism. 
 

 
Figure 7.1. The SEM image of viable spores (left column) contained a similar amount 
of intact spores (upper row) as the VHP-killed sample (right column), while the number 
of visibly-broken spores (lower row) was also not obviously different. Images by 
NanoSem 450 (FEI) instrument. 
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Figure 7.2. The ratio of broken-up spores is similar in dead (upper image) and viable 
(lower image) spore samples. For the SEM – made using a NanoSem 450 (FEI) 
instrument – both types of spore samples were covered with 3 nm of gold with Polaron 
Emitech SC7640 Sputter Coater (1000 V, 15 mA, 3 min). 
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When taking various images of ~25 micron field of view and counting the 
visually intact and visually broken spores, the analysis provides statistical result 
presented in the following table. 
 
 
Table 7.1. Intact spores and broken spores in SEM images counted. 

Name of sample # of intact spores # of broken spores 
Viable_n1_30 4 20
Viable_n1_05 8 33
Viable_n1_04 1 7
Viable_n2_05 12 17
Viable_n2_15 14 29
Viable_n2_17 3 9
Viable_n2_18 2 13
Dead_n2_03 6 18
Dead_n1_26 2 5
Dead_n1_24 1 5
Dead_n1_25 2 7

 
 
Imaging of larger areas covered by dead spores was complicated due to the 
amount of aluminium corrosion causing the surface to be very uneven. Never-
theless, when applying the statistical t-test for broken spore percentage in the 
alive spore samples versus the broken spore percentage in the dead spore SEM 
images, one finds that the p-value is 0.84 and that the intact/broken proportions 
are very likely similar enough for dead and viable spores: 25%±14% of all 
distinguishable spores seem intact in these images – see table 7.1 for the data. 
There is not enough statistics here for a more general conclusion, but this is an 
indication that a lot of intact-looking spores are still present in the VHP-treated 
samples. When actually collecting sufficient statistics, it can be found that VHP 
can actually cause some mechanical damage [90] and the result is even statis-
tically significant [91], but this does not change the fact that intact-looking 
spores are present in a large part of totally dead spore samples. 

This could mean that there is in fact no way to differentiate visibly between 
viable and totally decontaminated spore samples. The main cause of spore death 
according to [92] could be that the VHP-treated spores cannot swell properly 
during spore germination. The VHP-treated spore cores somehow (through 
denaturation and oxidation of key proteins) become inaccessible to needed 
chemicals like ATP, reduced flavin, nucleic acids, etc. Also, the fact that the 
spore coat offers so little resistance to hydrogen peroxide vapor [93], which can 
pass thought and cause damage inside proteins, seems to support the hypothesis 
that spore death by VHP is not of mechanical nature, but more chemical nature 
inside the core. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

During the current industrial PhD program, several fluorescence-based photonic 
device prototypes and their applications were developed and tested – a lidar, 
spectrofluorometers and fluorometers. Pathogen samples were remotely detected 
and classified on various field-hospital background materials using the lidar. 
Various pathogen classes were characterised using the spectrofluorometers and 
surface contamination was investigated with the fluorometer prototypes. The UV 
fluorometers were used to estimate the efficiency of vaporised hydrogen peroxide 
decontamination procedure in real time for the first time. The real fluorescence 
intensity fall-off effect during vaporised hydrogen peroxide decontamination 
was investigated not only using the spectrofluorometers developed, but also by 
using time-resolved measurements in synchrotron facilities and by scanning 
electron microscopy. The damaging effect of ultraviolet radiation was studied 
on spider mites and the gained knowledge considered on smaller pathogens 
studied in this work. 

A number of take-aways regarding the main studied samples – the bacterial 
spores – is summarised in figure 8.1. We definitely see that the small H2O2 
molecules in vapour form penetrate very easily through all layers of a spore or 
any other biological sample and cause the signal of the fluorescent amino acids 
to fall immediately and significantly. The debate about the main killing mecha-
nism being oxidation of the inner connections of key proteins or the denatu-
ration of the proteins is still inconclusive since there seem to be both effects 
present and oxidation causing more long-term effects. The spectral shifts and 
time-domain effects after VHP-treatment are mostly explainable with the 
denaturation and oxidation also. The exact mechanisms remain somewhat un-
known for now, but for the development of photonic devices that are usable in 
real life and could provide future profit, deep empirical understanding could be 
enough – as is the result of the current PhD thesis. 
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Figure 8.1. Illustration to help visualise and summarize the effects that could explain the 
spectral shifts seen with BA and GS spores during VHP decontamination experiments.  
The figure 8.1 depicts a model of the spore coat architecture of a single B. subtilis spore (similar 
to BA spores in this work – see chapter 7): (1) the crust; (2) the rodlet layer; (3) the honeycomb 
layer; (4) the fibrous layer, (5) the nanodot layer on top of a multilayer structure (6) ((with a 2D 
nucleus (indicated with *) seen on the upper layer)); and the basement layer (7), the cortex’s outer 
pitted surface (8). DNA/RNA in DPA-protection is inside these 8 coat layers. This figure is 
adapted from [94] according to CC BY 4.0 licence attached and used here just to have a visual 
illustration along some of the conclusions made in this work. 
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9. SUMMARY 

In this thesis, the optical properties of various biological pathogens are studied 
using mostly fluorescence spectroscopy methods. Firstly, a chosen set of 
bacteria, virus and yeast were characterised with laser-induced fluorescence as 
well as spectral fluorescence signatures to establish the fact that biological 
pathogens can be separated from each other by their autofluorescence spectra 
alone. Secondly, two specific biological indicators – the spores of Geobacillus 
stearothermophilus (GS) and Bacillus atrophaeus (BA) – were studied before, 
after and during the highly effective decontamination process with vaporised 
hydrogen peroxide (VHP).  

Main results of this work can be summarised in the following statments: 
• Remote detection and identification of biological pathogens is possible when 

using a specialized laser-induced-fluorescence lidar. The existence of 
biological contamination can be detected on a set of typical background 
materials of field hospitals with less than 5% error rate. The developed 
spectrofluorometer and fluorometers also enable differentiation of pathogens 
on relevant background materials and the real-time monitoring of the VHP 
process. 

• For the first time, it is observed that GS and BA biological indicators show 
an immediate response to hydrogen peroxide vapour in their fluorescence 
signal. By monitoring this signal in real time, it is possible to get an imme-
diate indication about the success of the decontamination process. By using 
this effect, it could be possible to vastly reduce the time that is needed to 
verify the success of the decontamination procedure and open up the 
decontaminated rooms for use. 

• The spectra of still viable and dead bacterial (GS, BA) spores show distinct 
differences in the tryptophan-related spectral region under 280 nm excitation 
and ~330 nm emission. The viable spores have much greater autofluore-
scence intensity in this spectral region, whereas the longer-wavelength 
(related to oxidization products or NADH) spectral regions show an opposite 
effect where fluorescence peaks become actually more intense after the VHP 
treatment.   

• Scanning electron microscopy mapping of viable and dead spores show a 
similar amount of intact-looking as well as clearly damaged spores, so this 
visual information alone is not sufficient to establish firmly the viability of 
spores. 

• Time-resolved luminescence spectroscopy under UV excitation also reveals 
some differences in the ns-decay components of various emissions from 
viable and dead spores. Trp-like fluorescence is relatively more intense in 
viable spores. The decay times for various emissions from dead spores tend 
to be slightly faster than from their viable counterparts in the amino-acid-
related spectral regions, while in the oxidation-product-related region are 
more similar.  
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10. SUMMARY IN ESTONIAN 

Lokaalne mittekontaktne mikrobioloogilise reostuse 
tuvastamine fluorestsents-spektroskoopia meetodeil 

Käesolevas doktoritöös arendati välja mitmed fotoonikasensorid ning uuriti 
nendega erinevate bioloogiliste patogeenide optilisi omadusi, kasutades valda-
valt fluorestsentsspektroskoopia meetodeid. Esiteks iseloomustati valitud bakte-
rite, viiruste ja pärmide komplekti laser indutseeritud fluorestsentsi ja spekt-
raalse fluorestsents “sõrmejäljega”, et teha kindlaks, kas kõiki neid bioloogilisi 
patogeene saab üksteisest eraldada ainult nendele tüüpiliste fluorestsentsspekt-
rite abil. Teiseks uuritakse kahe spetsiifilise bioloogilise indikaatori käitumist – 
Geobacillus stearothermophilus (GS) ja Bacillus atrophaeus (BA) spoore – 
enne, pärast ja dekontaminatsiooni protsessi ajal aurustatud vesinikperoksiidiga 
(H2O2). 

Selle töö peamised tulemused võib kokku võtta järgmiselt: 
• Loodud laser-indutseeritud fluorestsentslidari kasutamisel on võimalik bio-

patogeenide kaugtuvastamine. Bioloogilise saastatuse olemasolu saab sellega 
tuvastada välihaiglatele tüüpiliste taustmaterjalide peal veamääraga <5%. 
Loodud spektrofluoromeeter ja fluoromeetrid võimaldavad samuti pato-
geenide tuvastamist ja eristamist ning ka H2O2 gaasi mõju jälgimist.  

• Esmaavastusena leiti, et GS ja BA spooridel põhinevad „bioloogilised 
indikaatorid“ näitavad ajalise viiviseta reaktsiooni vesinikperoksiidi aurule 
nende oma fluorestsentssignaalis. Jälgides seda signaali reaalajas, on võima-
lik saada viivituseta indikatsioon saastest puhastamise („dekontaminatsioo-
ni“) protsessi edukuse kohta. Seda efekti kasutades on võimalik oluliselt 
vähendada aega, mis kulub saastest puhastamise protseduuri edukuse kont-
rollimiseks ja dekontamineeritud ruumide avamiseks. 

• Veel elujõuliste ja võrdluseks juba surnud GS ja BA bakterispooride spektrid 
näitavad selgeid erinevusi trüptofaani ja türosiiniga seotud spektripiirkonnas 
ergastades 280 nm footonitega ja jälgides kiirgust ~330 nm emissioonilaine-
pikkusel. Elujõulistel spooridel on selles spektraalpiirkonnas palju suurem 
suhteline kiirguse intensiivsus, samas kui pikematel lainepikkustel (oksü-
datsiooniproduktid jms) spektripiirkonnad näitavad vastupidist efekti, kus 
elujõu kaotanud spooride kiirgusribad on seal lainepikkustel intensiivsemad. 

• Elujõuliste ja surnud spooride skaneeriva elektronmikroskoobiga läbiviidud 
analüüs näitab sarnasel hulgal nii terve välimusega ja selgelt kahjustatud ja 
katkisi spoore, seega ei pruugi sellest teabest üksi piisata bakterispooride 
elujõulisuse kindlakstegemiseks. 

• Sub-nanosekundilise aeglahutusega autofluorestsentsi mõõtmised näitavad 
ka väikesi erinevusi spooride vahel – elujõuliste spooride kiirgus on veidi 
pikema elueaga ja suhteline intensiivsus suurem võrreldes H2O2 töötluse 
läbinutega.  
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